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Students react (oh boy, did
they react!) to .Editorial
opinions ...
Page7

IMnter sports previewed in
special fourpage insert!
Page9

Peppermint Patty passively
permits precipitation
punishment.
Page 19.
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Sel ctlon Committee Profiled
Cascade to appoint 100 positions
in 2 months."
The purposes of personnel
BSL}-kl part of the ASBSU selection is many. kl part of the
President's cabinet, the Personnel President's cabinet, the commitSelection .Committee is placed tee takes a big burden off of the
with the task of keeping all President to try and find qualified
student govemment jobs filled .people for the positions available
during the school year. At the through the ASB.
The ASS Senate sees Personnel
present time, most positions are
filled, but Personnel Selection Selection as a "watchdog" on the
Director JoyM::Lean says there president's choices. A check in
are inherent problems in the power is provided by the Personsystem.
nel setectton.. assuring that a
M::Leanheads the committee of presloen] could' not run a biased
by handpicking
six students who' recommend administration
just those students who agree
students to ASB President Mke
Cramer, BSU President John with his or her opinion.
M::Lean sees her job as, "Giving
!<aiser and faculty, for student,
every student an equal chance for
presidential and faculty committee positions.
Wth so many selection. "
Problems have occurred within
positions, M::Lean pcints out, "It
would be a tough job for Boise the committee structure. M::Lean
by Mchelle Hartell
Assoclate Editor

Tenure Issue stil~ e
Handbook.
Keiser's policy on
"early tenure" denies a faculty
member who has served at. anBSL}-The f1Jj jioc tenure com- -other institution, and has served
mittee proposal and. its amend- at least three years at BSU,' the
. ments were of maier concem at right to apply for tenure at SSu.
The Senators agreed that a
the November 8th meeting' of the
Faculty Senate.
Boise State decision should not be put off
University's President John Keiser
was present to address the questions of the Senators.
Although some concessions
were made no agreement was.
reached conceming "early tenure"
and "continuing employment."
Channel 4's Great Television
Two Senators and the chairman
Auction ended Saturday night
of the Faculty Senate were direcwith cheers, balloons, and fanfare
ted to meet with Keiser early next
after three days of auctioneering
week to work out an acceptable
and bidding by way of television
solution.
The product of this
and telephone.
meeting will be presented to the
The television auction by KAlDFaculty Senate at a special meet1V raised funds for production
ingon November 15.
equipment and costs. This is the
Conceming the members of the
first televised auction held by
Senate was the status of persons
Channel 4.
recommended for tenure by both
Jennifer Ralston, director of
the department and the President
public information and coordinawhen no tenure slot was available.
tor for the auction called it ''very
In conjunction with this issue, the
successful for a first time venSenators debated the Issues of
ture," and probably 'the most
continuing employment, tempowatched thing Channel 4 has ever
rary and terminal appointments.
done."
kl in the last session, quesPreliminary figures show thal
tiona were raised conceming the
appmxtmately $51,00.0was raised
legal implications' of continuing
for the station. Around $73,000
employment.
Some Senators
worth of merchandise and serbelieve this position will create de
vices were up for. bid.
facto tenure.
Ralston said that around 1000
" M3mbers of the Senatequesmerchants participated in, some
tloned the right of Keiser. to
way with the auction. "A lot of
establish a polley that would be in
businesses were very excited
conflict with the BSU Faculty
by WI ma M WJods
klsoclateEditor

stresses, "It is Impossible to have
a committee quorum or interview
for any length of time. Students
are just too busy to have flexible
enough schedules in which they
can effectively work for the Personnel Selection if the committee
is to work by the rules."
The job of Personnel Selection
goes on throughout the year.
M::Lean said, "Replacements will
begin in about.another month for
those students' who drop and
decide theyare too busy." Nbhy
. new positions
are created
throughout the year and these
also need to be filled.
If you are interested in being a
part of the student voice, get
involved in Student Govemment.
See Joy M;Lean, 2nd floor of the
SUB in the ASBSU Office.

ta
much longer. Senators Cleveland
and Jack Dalton, along with
Chairman caryl Huskey will meet
with 0'. Keiser in hopes of
clearing up discrepancies. The
results of this meeting will be
placed before the senate at the
special meeting on N~vember 15.

Channel 4'5 Auction
Termed Successful

I

about the auction. I think that it is
very tremendous that they would
do that for us."
"Go-getters"- went to busl- nesses from around the valley to
ask for donations, orto underwrite
a part of the production bill or
- needs so that all of the funds
raised could go to Channel 4. In
tum, they received television exposure.
A wide variety of businesses
donated an even wider variety of
items. Clothing stores donated,
certificates for clothes, fumiture
stores offered anything from
lamps to beds to sofas, including
an $800 waterbed that was put on
the auction block.
Lessons' were offered "ln wind
-surtlnq, horse riding and piloting.
Three hours worth of, detective
service as well as a chance to ask
any four questions to a random'
sample of Boise were some of. the
items offered.
.

The BSU School of Vocational-Technical Education recently
donated a-variety ot toys and $76.50 in cash to the newly opent;d
Child cere Facility that ,_is currently housed in the University's
Mliti-Cultural Center.
.
ASB Vo-Tech Senator Kennit Jackson and Vo-Tech Student
Juanita Lyons spearheaded the one-day drive to collect the
donations made by the Vo-Tech students were the first that had
come to the facility.
'
.
Photo by Debbie Gilbertson

A two minute shopping spree at
Albertsons, valued at at least $500
received a high bid of $455. _ A
complete ski package worth $502
W8$ sold for $335. And? party at
the Gasstation for 500 people that
they valued at $1,000 went to the
high bidder of $358.
, Guest celebrities that ranged
from govemment officials, radio
and1V personalities to business
heads auctioned off each Item. At
times, bidding got so exciting that
viewers began to bid for almost"
anything; W,8n Gov. John Evans
esrved as auctioneer, a viewer bid
$20 for his tie. The bid rapidly
Increased to $50 and finally to $75.
Soon, his shirt received a $20 bid,
then his tie tack and his green
socks which brought a $40 bid.

Besides the celebrities, 800
volunteers worked on the auction.
Volunteers obtained the merchandise and also helped in preparing
for the auction.
DJring the
auction itself, 85 volunteers were
needed in six shifts to run each
night's show.
The auction was held to raise
money for the purchase of a
$15,000 remote van and to begin
saving fer a $68,000 character
generator.
Fund raisers such as. thisauction are needed since Channel 4
cannot sell commercial time. .
Instead it receives grants from
state and federal' govemment,
corporations which fund a series
production, and from public donations.
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Business and Advertising'
Brad tvtlrtin,tv'anager
Teny M;Guire, Sales'
Linda Spicher, Sales
Ann Snodgrass, Bookkeeping
Lisa Dunagan, Secretary

News
Diane Barr, Editor '
Mchelle Hartell, Associate
,Wlrna lMJods, Associate

Sports
Shawn

Editor

deLoyola,

Entertainment and Calendar
Don Barclay, Editor
tvtlry Lou Vigil, Associate

Photos.
Berne Jackson;

Ch lef

tvtlry Jane Oresik, Lab technician

Copy Layout
Chris Eynon, Chief
Randy Nettleton
Becky Odell
Connie Rasco Shelly tvbore
Rose Long
Carey Cooney

The Honor Society of Phi Kappa
Phi
has announced
that
there
will be
awarded a number of fellowships
for
one year 01 graduate
work.
These
fellowships
shall
be to assist
in
advanced
study immediately
following graduation
and at no other time.
Only members
of Phi Kappa phi are
eligible and local deadline
is Dec. 30.
1979.
For more information
COntact
Dr.
William
P.
Mech
in
E707
(385-1122).

Ad Layout

ASBSU NEWS

Rhonda Boothe, Chief
DanKDlsky
Laurie tvbore
The University Arbiter is published weekly by 'students
of
BSU. Contributions
and advertising are solicited;
the editors
reserve all rights.
Offices are
located on the 2nd floor of the
SUB.
Hours 8:30 to 5:()()
tvbnday through Friday.

385-1464.

lit the ASBSU
Senate
meeting
on
November 7, President
Cramer made
the following
appointments:
--Athletic
Board of Control:
Mike
Check.
Hiro Ishigaki
--Catalog Revision Corn.: Bev Nichol,
,
Beth Summerton-Young
--Curriculum
Com.:
Mary Collins,
Deanna
Gibler
--Com. on School of Public Affairs:
Elizabeth
Prusha-Parlor,
Cheryl
Heuett,
Joy
McLean,
Deanna
Gibler
.--Core Curriculum
Revision
Com.:
Wade Hyder.
LeAnn Cromwell

_

and criminal
justice
professor
Dr.
.Alliscn Hall. Admission
to the public
meeting
is free. with donations
to the
BSU sociology-club welcome.

Editor
The men of Tau Kappa Epsilon added
to their
numbers
recenrlv.
The
following
twelve men were' initiated
on Nov. II. 1979:
-,Ray Bell
--Tom Dougherty
--Randy
Elle(
--Dennis
Keibler
--Tim L. Jackson
--Tim M. J ackson
--Paul Marcoline
--Tom Mavencamp
--Randy
Nettleton
--Bill Segl
--J ohn Stevens
--Bill Scott
--Steve Whipkey
Initiated
'!S an Honorary
TKE was
"Big
J ad"
Armstrong
who
is
currently
the Program
Director
at
KBBK-FM
here in Boise. "Big Jack"
was selected
as an Honorary
because
of his involvement
with the greeks at
BSU and his promotional
help
in
sponsoring
the' St. Jude Run-For-Life
in October.
Three more men will be
initiated
on Nov. IS, they are:
--Gary Hartgrove
--Trey D. Cambell
--Dave Richardson
( Persons interested
in more information on the TKE fraternity
should call
342-9209.
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ORGANIZATIONAL
NEWS
Sally Thomas
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The Argonne
National
Laboratory
of
Argonne,
Illinois has announced
its
research
programs
for summer
1980
and the 1980-81 academic
year.
They
are:
Faculty
Research
Participation,
Thesis Research
Opportunities.
Summer
Graduate
Student,
Institutes,
Undergraduate
Research
Participation. These programs
are funded by
the Education
Programs
Division
of
the U.S, Department
of Energy
and
provide' financial assistance
to participants selected.
For more information
write:
Argonne
National
Laboratory,
9700 South
Cass
Ave.,
Argonne.
Illinois
60439.

Photo by Berne Jackson
The main responsibility
of the Student
Affairs Committee'
is to deal with
matters which concern campus life. Everything
from the random sample survey
'bf last Spring concerning
the pavilion to the sudden appearance
of left handed
desks in the new Sci/Ed Building were the results of this committees
efforts.
There
are four members
on the committee
which
is chaired
by David
Huntington,
they are Mary Lou Virgil, Delinda Davis arid Randy Brown.
Issues that are in, the middle of investigation
include:
-Double-doors
vs. The Handicapped
-Parking Area Redcsign
-Bike Lanes
-Bicycle Shelter
-Recreational
Facilities
-Elimination
of Miss BSU position
--Competency
Review Com.:
Pamela
Schultz (Alternate)
--Financial
Aids Com.:
Carol Nelson.
Barbara
Smedley
--Matriculation
Com.:
Lori Whitlock,
Mike Hiner
--Records
Policy Com:
Shelly Moore,
Stephen
Condon
--Science
Tenure
Com.:
Mike
Nickerson
--Student
Policy Board:
Theodore
Penninger,
Melanie
Nash
--Broadcast
Board:
Glade Williams.
Sandra
Halvorson
--Building
and
Structures
Com.:
Russell McNearney.
Ron Godfrey
--Student
Lobby Members:
Cheryl
Heuetr,
Deanna
Gibler
There ,are just a few more positions to
fill in Judiciary,
Financial
Management Board and Vo-rech PromoThere are JUSt a few more positions
to
fill in Judiciary.
Financial
Management Board and Vo-rech Promotion
Committee.
Vice President
Gustaveson
appointed
Senator Burkey to Legislative
Review
and Senator
Wardwell
to the Ways
and
Means
Committee.
A fund
Raising Committee
was created
with
Senators Nichol, Clapp. W:udwell and
Davis as members,

EDUCATIONAL NEWS
"Up With Children:
Idaho's
Number
One Resource."
is the the theme of
the Nov. 15-16 annual conference
of
the Idaho Council
on Family
Relations. Two BSU faculty members
will
be participants.
Dr. Wylla Barsness.
psychology.
and Dr. Carol Harvey.
sociology.
For further
info. contact
Dr. Harvey
at 385-3408 or 385-3406.

Representatives
of Idaho's
secondary
schools will meet during
the College
Board
Advanced
Placement
workshops to be held Nov. 30 from 1-4 pm
at BSU.
The sessions
will advise
secondary history,
biology.
and
English
teachers
of text
books.
materials.
and techniques
helpful
in
teaching
Advanced
Placement
courses.

Bring your lunch and join in the BSU
sociology
forum.
UDeviance:
You
Asked
For It," at noon,
Thursday,
Nov. 15 in the Clearwater
Rm of the
SUB.
Speakers
at the forum will be
BSU socicloaist
Dr. Richard
Baker

:.~

ANNOUNCEMENTS
December
14 is the first deadline
for
those who wish to work for the federal
government
next summer.
Those who
submit applications
by this date wilt
be tested in January.
Students
who
submit
applications
after December
14 but no later than January
11. a980
will be tested
in
February.
Competition
for the jobs is stiff and
there will be less than 10.000' jobs
available.
Applications
are available
.ar Federal Job Information
Centers
or
at the College placement
office in the
Administration
Building.
Student
Residential
Life announces
a
vacancy
for
a Resident
Advisor
position
in Morrison
Hall effeetive
second
semester.
Deadline
for
application
is November
23. 1979. For
information
see the Office of Student
Residential
Life.
Rm
110. Ad.
Building.
Student
Residential
Life
has
announced
that
there
are
several
2-bedroom
apartments
available
now
in
Married
Student
and
Family
Housing units.
See Student
Residential Life for details.
Applications
for
the
posmon
of
Student
Assistant
to the Dean
of
Student Advisory and Special Services
are being
accepted
for the 1979-80
Spring semester.
This is a part-time
job
and
students
must
be
of
upper-class
standing
with a cumula'rive
GPII
of 2,5.
Deadline
is
November
30, 1979.
For more info
contact
the Student
Advisory
and
Special, Services office, Rm 114 of the
Ad. Building ,

Responsible, interested I3SUstudent to work as
Associate Editor in charge of Features. Prior journolisrn
experience preferable but not necessary. Apply 8:30 to
4:30 Mon thru Friday

The University
,2nd

floor SUB

8-5 Weekdays

4'

G>

SOUP

G),SALAD
e
o
e
e

SANDWICHES
DEER

WINE
SODA

lif, of1/2University,
Dlock So.
. on Droadway;
Mon-Thur 10:30 am to 9 pm
Fri- Sat 10:30 am to 10 pm

Broadway Ave.

Just 2 blocks from Bronco Stadium
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US Senate Passes:ldahoWHderness

\.I\l:Ishlngton, D.C.-The Senate amended to provide that mining
Energy and Natural Resources exploration within the adjoining
wildemess could continue until
Committee recently approved
major new legislation sponsored D3cember 31, 1988~ If further
by Senator Frank Church to create cobalt deposits are confirmed,
mining would be allowed on any
a River .ot No Retum Wldemess
Area In the heart of Idaho's back valid mining claim as long as it is
conducted underground from encountry.
trances outside the wlldemess
The committee vote was 17-0
and the matter now goes' to th~ area.
full Senate for further action.
-The main stem of the Salmon
Idaho Senator JamesM:Clure
joined in support of Church's 'River from its confluence with the
legislation upon its passage by North Fork downstream to Long
Tom Bar above Riggins would be
the committee.
Among the highlights of the included between the confluence
of the North Fork and the Com
legislation are these provisions:
Creek would be managed as a
recreational river; the remaining
79 miles downstream to Long Tom
-The new River of' No Retum Bar would be managed as a wild
Wilderness' would encompass
river.
about 2.2 million acres, the core
of which will conslstof theldaho
- The bill requires the Secretary
and Salmon River Breaks Primitive
of AgriCUlture to continue to
Areas.
-About 170,000 acres of the
M3.gruder Corridor would .be accorded wildemess status. Of this
about "105;000 ecrea would-be
added'eto' "the 'existing' 'SelwayBitterroot Wldemess Mea
the
North, and the rest incorporated
as part of the River of No Retum
Wldemess to the South.

to

--The East lVeadow Creek area
west of the M3.gruderCorridor and
east of Elk City would be excluded
from the .ymdemess." ' .Church
stated that language in the report
accompanying the legislation
wquld. r;nake,it clear to the Forest
Service that this area is to be
made available for logging operations and other multiple-use purposes.
-The area known as East Panther Creek, where cobalt was, long
ago discovered and where the
Blackbird mine may be reopened,
would be excluded from wilderness status. Arl adjoining area,
known as \..\est Panther Creek,
,WOUldbe included in the wilderness, but the law would be

Bill

I

provide access for the grazing ot
livestock in those areas where
grazing is now permitted.

~
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Next Week Only
Your Wednesday Paper On Tuesday.
Take One Home
For Thanksgiving

~

385.1464
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-The Forest Service would be
required to allow existing airstrips
in the wildemess to operate, and
the legislation specifically prohibits the closing of any landing
strip in regular use on national
forest "other than extreme danger
to aircraft using such airstrips."
Even then, the Forest Service
would be required to obtain written concurrence from the State of
Idaho.
"
-Commercial enterprises, such
as outfitters.and guides, would be
protected and will continue to be
allowed 'to operate.
-The federal govemment is
expressly prohibited from usurping state water rights in the area.

NO ADMISSION CHARGE
J

Federal Program Established
for Sexually Harqssed Students
\.I\l:Ish,D.C.-The National Advisory Council on \l\bmen's Educational Programs is conducting an
oncgoing project to examine ways
in which the Federal govemment
can and should assist in protecting students from being sexually
,haras~ed.'byfactMy; 'staff crother
employees of secondary 'and postsecondaryeducation institutions.
k, part of that study, the
Council is requesting information
from former and present victims
about their experiences, and from
any others who may have knowledge of such harassment.
Responses need not provide
any data which might identify the
respondent, but should describe
the type o~ harassment inyolved,
the institutional and academic
setting in which the incldent(s)
took place, any institutional or
other actlon on the matter if the
incident 'Nas reported, and the
eventual outcome.

1if[;)1

Although the Council welcomes
comments on this issue at any
time, we hope to conclude this
phase of the project by January
,1980, and ask that responses be
submitted before then.
Dependinq, .o,n.ttl~- nature,
.scope.. .and circumstances of
sexual harassment 'reported, the
Council may hbld hearings on this
subject in the future. Ultimately,
the Council may make recommendations for appropriate Federal
action 011 the problem if warranted
by the project's findings.
The National Advisory Council
on \l\brnen's Educational Programs is a presidentially appoln.ted body, established by Congress to advise and report on
attaining sex equity in education.
Its offices are at 1832 M Street,
N.W., Suite 821, \.I\l:Ishington
D.C., 20036. Responses should
be addressed to the chalf of the,
Council, M3. Biza M Camey.

:I@cftw@rks

515 Main St.

344-38111

Since 1891

libE
liNDER~S
,
.Fas!llonforToday's-M'an
MY HOME ,
IS BOISE, '
BUTILlVE:

~';;;jt::fIN BRfTT ANIA®,
Wlerever there are:
people who know
how to live, they
live in Brittania~
sportswear. Like
Bronco basketball
'.
",',and-actionl'"
Brittania® goes with
the good life.
Come in today and
start to live!
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8th and Bannock, Vista, Hillcrest, & Westgate

.EXECUTIVE
GROOMING COURSE
CO-EDUCATIONAL
For the up and c01J!ing business executive
corporations/ individuals.

APPEARANCE () COMMUNICATION
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Growth
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344-7300
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KBSUBoosts Power to 3000
by Denise Mnor
Arbiter Staff
BSU- The listening audience of
KBSU' will probably double next
semester when the radio station
increases its broadcasting power
to 3000 watts to conform to a new
FCC regulation.
. .According to general manager
Greg Scherzinger, KBSU will con-

>

pre-empted by other stations,"
said Scherzinger, "so we are
taking the initiative to boost our
power."
Scherzinger said KBSU is increasing its power above the FCC
requirement because they bought
a used 1QOO-watttransmitter for
the same price as 'a new 1()(}watt
transmitter. The new antenna will
increase the power three hundred
times to 3000 watts, he stated.
.

heard as far away as Ontario,
Oregon."
Scherzinger said KBSU is also
remodeling its studio facilities.
''IAe're wor1<ingfrom the ground
up," he said.
.
'Wth the increase In broadcasting power, KBSU will probably become' more involved in
community and local affairs,' said
Scherzinger.
, ''lJl.henwe do gq to 3000watts,

By offering a variety of music
it's important how we come
such as jazz, regge, "country,
across because people associate
classical and rock, Scherzinger
KBSU with BSU," he said. .
said KBSUis also educating' the
BecauseKBSU is operating on
listening' audience.
the reserved band, Scherzinger
said the station will attempt. to
emphasize educatlonal broadcastKBsU is conductlnqfundralslnq
ing. Acampus forum, minHec-eventstd
cover the costs of some
tures, and music" from other
equipment not-yet purchases, said
.countries are, proposed. new: proScherzinger. The station has been
grams for KBSU, . according .\0 giving ,away T-shirts and albums
Scherzinoer.
'.' - ,- . "
with hopes of receiving donations.

~~~l:~:;7a:~~~:~~
.~:~",:~=Eg~~~~~t\~
Newsletter forStuder)tParentsSfaHed

KBSU
alsoFM
applied
move from
wasn't
91
on the
dial toto91.2.
rnent. enough to buy new equip"It could be anywhere from
"By really careful shopping we
three to six months before we test
got some great deals on used
broadcast at the new frequency,"
equipment," said Scherzinger.
'said Scherzinger.
A 'modulation monitor and a
The Federal ..Communications
sub-carrier were donated to KBSU
Commission adapted new regulaby, KBOI radio station, with the
tions last June requiring ten-watt
stipulation that KBSU use its
stations to apply for at least· . equipment to broadcast Books for
1()(}watt power increases, or. to
the Blind, on another frequency
get off the reserved band. the
said Scherzinger. Books for the
reserved band is' part of the FM
Blind is a program of readings
band used only for educational
broadcasted for the blind.
broadcasting.
.
"The signal should be very clear
'The ten-watt stations can rewith the new equipment," said
rnairrten-watrsiatronsrtmrcan be , "Scherzinger,-Uand-KBSUmight-be---;-

(BSU)-The married students
readers of the newsletter.
evena large majority of them,
and single parents living on- r: The newsletter 'is thi:{braihchild
Some of. them. are so busy
campus can Ic5o.kforward to a of the Student Asslstant to the ~ising children' ®d get~ingan
better response to their needs by Office of-St\.ldentResideriiialLife
education, thatcthey have a very
the office of; Student Residential in charqe of married students and difficult jlrne :trying to. find time
Life,
single parents, Kiis' Isaacson.
for such seeming non~sentials
A new endeavor that is amimed She is currently wor1<ingon plans as. fraternization'
and. making
at the married and single parents for sud( ttiingS"~,:caHsthe~lc
friends withj'nei'rnerghbo'ri .. ,',
is a monthly newsletter that"isclasses
arid a p61:luckdlr)~~r-)or
,'Isaacs'o statedtha! ,~IiE(hcis
tailored to meet their needs. The residents ot tt)e' marriedstudent
many go~ls:f9r~t~e,futv~. Al'nc!ng
newsletter is called The Family housing.
' .
the many things shewould .like 10
Times.
DJe to the many and varied do is formulate -ofa child care
It carries news that might be of interests and activities of the . 'service for the on-campus parents
interest to the married students, married students, it is difficult to
find 'a group;tii-PrQmote and
recipes, announcements, and any - .find activities and organizations direct; future actN,jtjes-"",for the
originaL writing~sl!bmitt~,~y_.
that wi!Lappeal to all of them or married
i·
-.-6tuden~s;~1~;-~~~;.r
-~_':-- .~~-,;',;~:~;";~.-:<-'>

n

and

.Next Week
Thursday
:NQV,20

O}[is,lfOOS

»:
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"; ::ris'~'~'

385-1464

FLY CESSNA .. ~
THE CPC WAYI

•GET STARTED
WITH'A SPECIAL;
DISCOVERY FLIGHT••.
$10.00 PAYS
FOR EVERYTHINGI

Here's a
"Get Up'an((Get
Going" Autumn
and Winter; offer:
. I.

At last, Encare.@
Neat, compact, no biggerthan your
fingertip, Encare is'fast becoming
the mosttalked about contraceptive
.
we have today,
Free from hormonal side effects,
Encare is available without a
prescription, And it might well' be
the easiest method of birth control
you will ever use.

Simply simple.
You simply insert Encare with the
tip of your finger. There's no iffy'
measuring, no tubes, no appl icat9rs.
And no messy paraphernalia to

spermicide was found to be highly
effective.
.

clean up afterward. Each tiny insert
contains an exact, premeasured
amount of the clinically proven
spermicide, nonoxynol 9.

Simply effective.

Simply safe.

"

' .

.

And if you ask your gYnE;cologist
.
.
.about Encare, you'll be reassured to Very simply, Encare works by neutral'hear that Encare carinot harm your
izing sperm, When used properly,
body the way the pill orlUD might.
Encare melts and gently effervesces,
Which means, you simply won't
spreading within
..._,... __!.~":'?,,~~..: .. _.:.,_..
be worried about those
your vagina for
complications:
protection against
. For maximum protection, it is
"
pregnancy.
essential that you read and follow
directions
carefully
and,
ii
Even under very
indicated, consull your physician.
rigorous testing
No birth conlrol melhod is
Kuar~nleed
to prevent pregnancy.
conditions, Encare's

Birth control, simplified.
~=..===.o....;""";'_""""""'
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Autumn and Wint& LSt~etime to get up,
get outside and get goingl A great way
to make the most olthe crisp, clear days
of Autumn and Winter is to leani to fly,
Now you can take the first- step to your
own private 'pilot's Iic:mse by way of
a spedal introductory offer .. , the
e::clusl'!e Cessna Pilot Genter'
Discovery Right For only $10 you can
actually fly an airplane under the expert
guidance 01 a professional Cessna
Pilol Center f1ightlnstruclor. And .
you'll also gel vaiuable'ihstruetion
before and after the fligHt' Come out
and let's Ilyl
..-, ;:-

Tr~9~J~~',~~t;rp'~
Bois'e Mu'nicipal Airport

.345~202"21

'.

FI.YCESSNII
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BS~ Ski Classes to ' Begin
by Greg Scherzinger
Arbiter Staff

,.

BSU--Boise State University
students who enroll in ski classes
this winter will be getting a
special break. Students will be
able to ski free when they take
their lessons, under a new Bogus
Basin program.
.The program came about because of a fund raising project
that was directed to many Boise
businesses. Total contributions
amounted to over $64,000, which
means about 6,464 cay licket
Certificates available to BSU students over a five year period which
started last year.
"The program was in effect last
year," said Jock MlcGregor, ski
school director, "but because of
scheduling problems, it didn't
work out. This year we expect
more students to be able to. take
advantaqe of the prograrn."

''I/'IJa teach a total concept in
skiing, from the basics to the
relative psychology
of inner
skiing.
"This program of free skiing has
added another dimension to what
we can offer as a ski school," he
said, and added, "wehope a lot of
BSU students can take advantage

The initial fee for the nine week
series of lessons is $40. Students
are encouraged to pre-register for
the ski classes.
.
M:lcGregor, while outlining the
adilantages of this program to
students, was quick to point out
that even experts should consider
the possibilities In taking lessons.

There will "be two sections
available, one on Thursday afternoon for 100 students, the other
on Friday night, with room for
150. The lessons run 2V2 hours
each for nine weeks. The first two
lessons will be held at Boise
State, the remaining seven at
Bogus Basin.
'
Students who take the Thursday
section, which starts at 3 p.m.
BOISE~Cross country skiers
may pick up a half day and night - are being asked to buy a five dollar
pass at 2:30 in retum for the ticket
parking sticker for use in roadside
voucher.
The Friday section, - parking tacllltles adjacent to skiwhich starts at 6 p.m. can pick up
ing trails. Until now, parking has
their passes at four o'clock.
been free in these areas.
"All the student has to do is
Under the provisions, of the
show his lesson receipt and
Cross Country Ski Bill passed by
student body card at the ski
the State legislature in January,
school wlncew in the Bogus Creek
and signed into law in February of
Lodge to receive the cay licket
this year, skiers are required to
Certificate for that day'S lessons,"
buy the stickers in order to use
said MlcGregor. "If they want to
any new parking areas. that are
ski more," he continued, "all they
opened, although facilities which
have to pay is $3 extra for a full
are already provided will remain
day/night pass, or $1 extra for a
free.
half day/night pass."

ARBITER

5

of it."

He also mentioned .that tvtU
Sports has a discount on equipment to all BSU students taking
lessons.
The sessions start Jan. 17,
1980. Students should check with
the Athletic [)Jpartment or Bogus
Basin school for more details.

Skiers To Pay New Parking Fees
Parking stickers can be purchased at most stores that carry
cross country ski equipment.
Unlll the bill was passed, the
only parking areas which were
available were those provided by
the highway department. These
areas were kept up using money
from funds allocated for snowmobile users.
Wth the advent of the Cross
Country Ski Bill, the stickers are
sold to skiers, and the money
made available to counties to pay
for upkeep, improvement, and
expansion of existing skiing trails,

parking areas, and sanitary facilities located at the trail sites.
My skier who parks in a
trailside parking facility will be
required to have a sticker prominently displayed, or will be subject to a parking fine. Parking
spots will be patrolled by county
sheriffs, and state patrolmen.
All parking areas which were
provided by the state before the
ski law was passed will not require
stickers to permit parking. My
facilities recently opened, however, will require the parking
decals.
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at

--Main Street" 1910
AS AN INTRODUCTORY
OFFER WE HAVE

1910 PRICES
1102 North 8Uf
Boise. Idaho 83702

REDEEM THE FOLLOWING
COUPONS AFTER 3:00 P.M.

OFFER EXPIRES DEC. 18T,1979

---------------------~---------------------------~--------~
19 10
'cents cents
YOUR CHOICE

KEEPSAKE MEANS
, PERFECTION .. ,

SALAD
MILK SHAKE
HOT APPLE GRANNY

Guaranteed . In writing
for perfect clarity. fine
white color. and precise
cut. Registered permanently and
protected
against loss.

OFFER EXPIRES DECEMBER

I-

"WIIl'n' Dreams Cum,' Tri ..."

1, 1979

Jeweler~
I'DOWNTOWN BOISE VISTA VILLAGE
WESTOATEMALL KARCHEIl MAll

1, 1979
•

•

.

,

.

19! 10

cents 1 cents

OF:

YOUR CHOICE

I
I

'I

Coupon Good only after 3:00 pm

I
1
I
---~-.

•

!I

OF:"

1

SALAD
MILK SHAKE
HOT APPLE GRANNY

I

FRENCH FRIES
ANYM'EDIUM SOFT DRINK

I
,-1.--I

I

Coupon Good ~nly after 3:00 pm

--------------~---------------~--------~--------------------..
OFFER-EXPIRES

n,:,.

OFFER
EXPIRES
.
~_~ DECEMBER

L
I

YOUR CHOICE

Call

Tracle.Mark

Coupon Good only after.3:00pm

•

-----------------

Regislered Diamond Rings

OF:

FRENCH FRIES
ANY MEDIUM SOFT DRINK

Coupon Good only after 3:00 pm

Keepsake®

R~ng. trom $200 10 $10.000

YOUR CHOICE

OF:

DECEMBER

1,1979

-
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Editorial

OUTRIDER
. by Garry Wlls

A Severe Case
of Fall. Fever
Alas and alack. 'lis once again editorial writing time. 'JIbe is me.
I'd rather be biking around the countryside, watching the warm
sunlight flashing through the reds and yellows of autumn trees. Or, I
ought to get to that long-neglected term paper and those unfinished
. reading assignments. Right now, though, Icould go for a nap or for
a drive up to Bogus with and loaf of bread, and etc., and etc.
Frankly, the lazy days of fall make the fate of the American.
hostages in Iran seem light years away, while the crackling of a wood
fire and the crunch of crisp apples throw an impending gas rationing
and a maybe fuelless winter totally out of focus.
It is nearly
lmposslble to hear the cries of the hungry and the homeless today,
when the cool wind brings the faint smell of hardwood smoke across
the leaf-strewn lawn. Consumer consciousness is confined to hot,
home-made soup served with warm, freshly baked bread.
The life-affecting, critical issues certainly have not oisappeared;
we are still operating in a sexist, racist, classist, nationalistic,
economically hostile system that creates victims of us all. And the
oppressed yet cry to us from all sides, seeki[lg justice in the form of
opportunity and freedom for their lives. And our Jnward gUilts and
our outward convictions continue their assaults on our state of
being. But the graceful arc of a tree limb, clothed for dancing calls
for immediate attention and the clear blue of the overhead sky
demands prolonged inspectiOn;- and the pile-up leaves underfoot
need to be shuffled with great care.
W10 is to determine that the latter items of tree and sky and leaves
are not as life-affecting nor as critical as the former items of Mistsand
cries and guills are life-affecting? To my knowledge, no such thing
as a perpetual motion machine now exits, every created being or
object requires a time of rest in order to operate with any efficiency
or longevity. Spring's passion, nor summer's activity, nor winter's
necessity gives the time for the rest needed by human beings. But
autumn, ah, autumn. Autumn, when it is too cold to swim, too dry to
SKi, too late to garden, too eany to shop for the holidays. Autumn,
when it is just right to read a novel, to build a fire, to bike down to the
co-op for fresh carrot juice and an avocado sandwich, to do a great
deal of nothing for long periods of time. Autumn's gift to us is that
needed time.
.
All too soon comes tomorrow with its cold rains precipitated by
yesterday's storms. But I cannot spend the peace today on those
concems as such an unwtse'Investrnent will prove disasterous in the
longrun. Now, I wonder, is this wool sweater go.ing to be warm,
enough?
ST

A Closer look
... at E.B. W1ite's view of atomic energy in his book, The Points of
My Compass, written prior to October, 1956. "I believe the peaceful

uses of atomic' energy that should take precedence over all other
uses is this: stop it from contaminating the soli and the sea, the rain.
and the sky, and the bones of man. That is elementary. It comes
ahead ot "good-will" ships and it comes ahead of cheap power.
W1al good is cheap power if your child already has an incurable
cancer?"
Get your priorities straight America.
KC.

IIGJPJ GLCRV,G~~!

The Eisenhowers:' Good ...bye
It Is not mere nostalgia that
makes rvbmie Eisenhower's death
seem Iiltethe end of an older, in
some ways simpler, in some ways
nobler America. She was an Army
wife, moving around for years,
. raising children from one base
assignment
to another--Fort
Oglethorpe, camp lV'eade, (where
they lost one boy to scarlet fever),
Panama (With their infant son
John), the Philippines, Fort Sam
l-ouston: the name's a kind of
patriotic litany of large continual
disruption and small nuisances.
Eisenhower, an old-fashioned
patriot, made the only apology he
could for the hardships of that
life, telling Wamie: "My country
comes first and always will; you
come second." It might have been
sellfSl1creed if shedld ncrshare
it. She was serving her country,
too,
much at obscure Army
posts as later in the W1ite l-ouse.
She took her small-town America
with her to hostile exotic places,
like Mmila and the District of
Columbia. She was one reason
Eisenhower himself remained
. quintessentially American, not
flashy but deracinated in the
tv'acArthur manner.
Eisenhower's hominess was
used against him, as if it were a
sign of shallowness, not depth.
But the old-fashioned patriotism,
the basic decency, went hand in
hand with shrewd judgement of
men and management of affairs.

a

as

I-bn~ty is not often the be~t
if later p~id,ents
'wanted to
policy-but it is, if real nonestv rs
abandon his' press conference
paradoxically combined with a policy', ·01- health reports, they
rv'achiavellian view of honesty's
could only hedge on the matter,
uses.
not renounce Eisenhower's aims
Eisenhower was sure of himself
(as Lyndon Johnson hedged wiJh
in ways that Involved no defensive
his health problems-flashing a
boasting (like that of Harry
scar to hide
fllore troubling
Truman .rnaklnq UP 'non-exlstent
dlaqnosls).
.
confrontations
with
both
Eventhe recently revealed tapes
rv'acArthur and Eisenhower).·· Ike made in the Eisenhower Ovalwas the first president to submit
Office willnol'.'show
us an
to unedited press conference live . ignorable secretside-as Nixon's
on television. Some made fun of
tapes do. If ar'lything, Eisenhower
the extempore grammar-that recomes off better in<the tapes than
suited, but he spoke convincingly
in public'-maneu\iering to avoid
to the people. {W1en John F.
any meeting or sign of reconciliaKennedy became the second prestion with Joseph rv\::Qarthy,wamident to speak without, editing,
ing Nixon not to pl.ay.r?ema~ogue
readers of the transcripts found
on th~ CommLl.rllst,lssuel~rytng to
that most oral discourse has a
groom young talent in the Repubshorthand telegraphic grammar+-lican
Party (his_listoLpromising
W1en Ike had his heart attack,
candidates significantly excluded
the medical records were entirely
Nixon).
There was more to
open to the public-to the point
Eisenhower
than met most'
where he was mocked, again, for
people's eyes-and that more was
trying to interest the nation In his
intimately connected with his long
bowel movements. But 'JIbodrow
and happy life as Mlmie's nusWlson and Franklin Roosevelt
band.
had covered up their deep medical
It was a good marriage. They
problems by expensive manipularaised a good son. Ike was a good
tion of the press.
Eisenhower
president.
rv'amie was a good
knew that a general's health and
woman. They stand for a time
sobriety cannot be left in doubt, to
when that word "good," too,
his officers or his men, when
meant more.than it seems to mean
battle might impend. In a clear
now. It is a smaller, a shrunken
age of rapid communication, he- "good" that we have to use in
accepted the disciplines of expotelling them, "Goodbye."
sure.
He ran the most open
(M". Wlls isa nationally syndipresidency of modem times. Even cated columnist)

a

Thislearning World
Pain and Profit
by D'. Richard lV'eisler
I recently read a book that made
me think about interdisciplinary
courses. The book was very good,
and interdisciplinary courses are
usually so bad.
Interdisciplinary courses, even
when they focus on some crisis or
. other, tend to be only slightly less
boring than regular courses.
Instead of listening to one pro- Iessor talk about his or her
discipline, students are subjected
to several professors talking about
several disciplines, straining to
show how their fields are relevant.

IT'SmuL MCCAR1N~YIIJ

to - a panlcular social problem.
College professors are indissolubly wed to their disciplines, and
these seem to be the only marriages that last these days. M:>st
college students do not even have .
a crush on a discipline.
The book is "Pain and Profit:
The Politics. of lVblpractice" by
Sylvia Law and Steven Polan. It Is
definitely, like most interdisciplinary courses, about a complex
social problem. But unlike most
interdisciplinary courses, it provides a model for how such issues
can be approached with intelligence, sophistication and common sense.
"Pain and Profit
shows that intellectual analysis
can shed light on a problem
without becoming esoteric. Ths
secret Is that intelligence must go
wherever the problem takes It,
without worrying about disciplinary boundaries. The same idea
can be expressed in another way:
Don't be too squeamish about
stepping on the toes of experts:
their feet are too big.
"Pain and Profit" deals with two
professions, medlclne and law,
and one big bLisiness,insurance.
As it diagrams their web of
complex interactions, it steps on
everybody's toes. In the end the
authors bring considerable clarity
to it all. They also never lose sight
of the fact that their work would
be worthless if it failed always to
refer to the interests of the public,
. the poor public that is treated,
charged, manipulated, insured,
frightened, reassured, ripped-off
and sometimes injured. In other
words Law and Polan are not only
smart, they have a conscience
too.
- "Pain and Profit" tells the sto:)'

. <;

of the malpractice "crisis" of the
early seventies. Like our recurrent
oil crises, there was no immediate
crisis at all. Rather there was a
conjunction of corporate stategies
and a panic psychology that
produced higher prices and profits. But the book goes much
deeper. It shows that the economic incentives of the medical
profession encourage specialization and geographic concentration
that almost inevitably produces.
malpractice. It shows too that the
structure of the legal profession
and the policies of the insurance
companies leave many patients
without legal or fiscal recourse
should they become victims of
malpractice.
'
The quality of the book can be
captured by quoting a few of its
conclusions.
Notice that you
don't need to have taken an
introductory course In anything in
order to understand them:
"Dlctors could be salaried."
" ... more rational controls
must be exercised over who can
practice medicine, where they
can practice, what specialty
procedures they can perform,
and how they will be paid."
"Mother
basic cause of
medical malpraciice is theabsence of traditions of criticism
and self-criticism within and
toward the practice of medicine."
.
It would be worthwhile to create
a course on medical malpractice
just to be able to use "Pain and
Profit" as an example of a highquality and senslb'e analysis of a
social problem.
Dr. MJisler is a nationally
syndicated columnist .
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Ski List

Coming Dec. 17 In the UnIversity Arbiter at
a news stand near you.
V Clothes
V Equipment
V Know-how
VTip$$$

V

DJring last year's campaign, an
astute political science student
asked the ASBSU candidates what
validity student govemment had.
The question
has relentlessly
haunted me.
It could be easily argued that
student
govemment
serves no
useful
purpose,
and that the
functions
'student
government
provides could be absorbed by the
university'S
administrative
staff
who would probably perform them
more efficiently.
Ps an example,
student govemment
is responsible for the fiscal management of
all student fees. If students would
abdicate
that responsibility
to
adrninlstrators,
there would probably be better accountability
and
more efficiency.
"So," the question
is asked,
"what the hell we waiting for?

Let's get the administration
to
accept that responsibility."
fI.4{ response is this:
any
validity the student govemment
has stems
from
its
role as
facilitator.
It helps students make
the transition from the "academic
world" into the "real world".
It
provides students an avenue if)
which they can apply theoretical
knowledge'
to practical
experience.
Perhaps the student fees
could be more efficiently handled
by administrators,
but should
maximizing efficiency be the one
and only objective of this institution? .Should not it also provide
students the opportunity to share
in the responsibility
of adrnlnlstratlon?
Should not this academic world be the training ground
for tomorrow's social and political
leaders?

Fortunately,
BSU has an administration
who would answer,
"Yes, the university should provioe proactical
experience
and
responsibility
for students."
And
my reaction would be ''Yes, the
university should and does share
its administrative
responsibilities
"with' students. ,,,
.
Student gOVemment has validity
as long as it opens to students the
channel to responsibility,
and as
long as it works to ensure student
involvement in the administration
of this university.
\Men student
govemment ceases to provide and
to protectthose
functions, then it
ceases to be valid.
Sincerely,

,.

it r
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All Have Faith---------To S.T.

I would care to respond to your
editorial of Nov. 7 in the Arbiter.
It amazes me how many people
'contaln so much knowledge
of
things
yet studied.
It would
probably amaze yourself as well
as others that you hold to some
beliefs of being inferior to some
. superior
power or powers,
In
. example
man's
belief
in man
(plural)
which. is enclosed
in
Humanistic
teachings,
itself
a

GrudgeMatch?------'------'-Editor, the ARBllER

(hat's been running wild In the
Gee whiz, with the Boise
almost-respectable
WAG-and
of
State
football
team
comming
course that'd settle the question
around to the end of the season
of who's the best team in 1-M.
with a record better than anyone
Arnie Agalio
and Steve Belko
else's in Division 1-M, percentwouldn't
be able to do a thing
age-wise, I mean, and no chance
about it.
to have any kind of official title or
\Mat say? INa have nothing
lV money or any neat thing like
to lose .other than what we've
that - well,
it seems to me
already lost.
something ought to be done about
Tongue in cheek but still curious,
if real soorror the town might be
Name withheld by request
overrunoy"
heroes of football
players
with'. a bad case of
post-season frustration. .
•
I have a solution.
How about
Editor, the Arbiter:
if we set· up a grudge match with
•
University of Nevada-Las Vegas?
To the Critics
(in general)
Heck, we'd have a peek at what 01' . congradulation.s
(sic). You manwily Tony's doing latelY,since the
aged to sit thru a two hour movie
days when- half the teams on the
entitled Jesus and come out of it
UNLV schedule were Big Sky. In
yawning, at best.
.
tum, it'd give BSU fans a chance .
YO'u are apparently use (sic) to
to find out whether the Broncos
having your minds activated by
are good enough to handle a team
bright lights"good
gags, and the

II

• destroyed In an abortion.
Find out FULLY what the U.S.
Supreme Court decision of Januting week at a program put on by
ary 22, 1973 on abortion (throughPlanned Parenthood and NOW. I
out the 3 trimesters of pregnancy)
. could go on and on about facts on
really said.
abortion that should be open to
The Idaho Richt to Life Society
everyone, but I feel certain you
(P.O. Box 1705, Boise,
Idaho
would rather see the facts for
83701) Is striclty an educational
yourself.
.
.orqatnzatlon to bring the abortion
I urge you to please find out
issue to light.
For whatever
more on abortion before you make
reason you may want to reasearch
a pro-choice or pro-abortion deciIthis issue, we have audlo-vlsuals,
sion.
.
'books, newspapers,
pamphlets,
If you could actually see an
etc. for loan. Please feel free to
abortion and take a certain degree
request anything at anytime.
of logic,
education,
and conscience you would see that this Is
Gloria Stephens
a humah IIfe-a
tiny baby--being
Editor, the Arbiter:

I have just spent a very interes-

Wouldn't a cup of oui
widely-acclaimed
hot chocolate
go down good
right about now?

i905 Broadway
1273 S Orchard
Your Molenaar's
Representatives
on Campus

religion, or belief.
I can hear it now, "fI.4{ ...... (I'll
leave this to your digression
(sic), this university sponsored a
talk trom
a religious
leader,
posing to be one of us?" ,

of

It seems as if all
us have our
right to.speakout,
yet, though you
have so ineptly expressed yourself
with so much "stop persecuting
me because I don't believe as you
do and never will," you seem to
find fault in one Bob Dylan going
from one extremity (sic) to another. Tsk, Tsk, so you bring up
the Crusades.
Sorry, nobody I
know marched in it nor have I
forced any to go, and history will
show as many out-groupers killing
in-groupers,
as you have seperated (sic) them.
INa all have faith in something,
even if it is ourselves and no one
(or nothing) else.
So get down
from your podium and I'll come
down from mine.
George \Mite

CriticsCriticiz~d----------

AbortionEducation
--------

2nd Floor of SUB
385-1464

.Chow ~ow Drive Inns

',..

.;;

Fill in the Blank.

Have Something to say on the Subject?
Contributions Welcome. Deadline Dec. 5.

MkeCramer
A.S.B.S.U. president
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like.
If a movie on Henry VIII was put
.out cased entirely on historical
fact, given same quality of actors
and not dramatized,
you, would
still find it interesting enough to
give it a star, yet if your bag was
history in this area, 3 to 4 stars.
,. The whole point is this, the
movie held true to its advertising
almost to a T, that it was based on
the Gospel according to Luke.
The fact of the matter is, you
probably didn't want to see the
movie (if you honestly did see it),
had your ideas (prejudices)
already picked out, and [nstead of
depicting
a movies
character,
expressed your own.
Astar as Alice Jensen goes, I
hope she re-reads her tetter and
sees the malice she throws not
against the movie, but against
Christianity.
II's amazing how
many people say "I hate" whim
they really mean "I fear."
George \Mite

(Editor's note: the critics
tne movie)

did see

Rick \
Choose From
Our Selection of
Diamond Jewelry
Watches
Earrings
, Pendants.
and much more

Jewelers

1207 Broadway 2 Blocks South of Bronco Stadium
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bv [Evid Harr
Arbiter Staff
(BSU)--Anyone planning to
apply for on-campus housing for
the spring semester had best get
their application in quickly, and it
may already be too late, according
to [Evid Boert, ~sistant Director
of Student Residential Life.
CX1eto an increased demand
among students for on-campus

e
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NOW
SHOWING
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Big4

Starring

Paul Newman
November 1 6. & 1 8.
-

50~ Student $1.00~eneral
First Time lobe s'hown'in 'Bois'e
"Coming A:ttraction

;,

Big 4

rthlJf

50e Students

Nov 30
Dec 1

$1.00 General

Special

Events Center
Dec 2

....

housing, needs to be filed as early
to give residential halls a har
, as possible to insure the best
look is the increasing cost 0
pOSSibilityof recieving accomodaliving. Living on-campus seems
tions.
very desirable to many students
Any person wishin~ to apolv for
after they have looked at the cost
housing should inquire at the ' of apartment rentals.
Office of Student Residential Life,
Something else that is makin
room 110 in the Administration
students pause before they rejec
Building.
on-campus living is convenience.
Living on campus tends to put
Being on campus makes it easie
someone near the center of
to use the unlverstty's facilities,
things. BSU is located fairly close
and also allows participation i
'to most of the night spots, activity
campus events to a greater deg
centers, and shopping facilities,
than most students off-camp
while being only a twenty minute
can manaae.
walk from downtown Soise.
In 1971, a proposal to build t
The present residence hall facimore Towers type structures w
lities on the university,' campus
made. Construction was toha
allow 750 students to be housed.
taken place the same time th
The Towers(womenrh~
a capaoriginal Towers was built, but th
city of 300, Chaffee Hall (men)
proposal was tumed down due t
holds 290, with tvbrrison (coed)
lack of funds.
and Discoll (women) handling 78,
In 1977 another building w
each.
'
proposed. This was to, be a
Additions to the present facilieleven story edifice with studi
ties are not in the works at this
apartments inside instead of th
time, although the Office of
usual single or double bedrooms.
Student Residential Life has subThe proposed building had
rilitted two proposals, for more
capacity of 150.
facilities. '
N. this time, there are no plan
There' are many reasons for the
to increase the on-campus hous
increased demand' 'for housing "", ing available to students.
Th
among students. AJ;Qrigderaticinfunding
to build such structur
that is prompting many ,students
is not currently available.

Anti-Iranian Protest Slated
, The release stated, in part, ''VIJa
~.demonftration, in: protest of
demand the immediate release of
the seizure of .the more than 60, these hostages." 'The group also
Americans bY Iranian students will " voices support for "a fuil eco
be held Fridav. November 16 at 12 nomic embargo of Iran and the
noon in front of tlie Federal seizure of all Iranian assets," in
Building in Boise. The demonaddition to supporting any necesstration is being organized by a
sary efforts toward securing the
group of Boise State University
release of the Americans now
students calling themselves Citibeing held.
zens Committee for American
The students are calling for
Solidarity. A press release issued
public participation in their deTuesday stated that the protest
monstration to show support for
. demonstration will be "peacetheir position.
able."

Faculty Senate Adopts
Curriculum Changes

:".AS'rist{PfogfomDoQrd 6Thef'aculty Wives (', Women

PIl\ESEMT

~®DQ¥U®

for Baccalaureate Nursing students.
N. the same time, the Senate
passed a proposal changing the
BSU-Changes in the curricudepartment prefix of H301 Princilums of the School of Health
ples of Pharmacotherapeutic to
Sciences and the Department of
RT 301.
This will allow the
Communication were adopted by
Respitory Therapy Program to
the Faculty Senate - at its last
offer a course specifically demeeting on November 8.
signed for their students.
A new course entitled Human
'In the Department of CommuniSexuality for Health Care Profes.cations the proposal was passed
sionals, will be added to the
to change the title and description
School of Health Sciences' list of
of CM 114/CM 314 Intercollegiate
classes. Previously taught as a
Debate to Communication Activi·
special topics class, the course
ties.
The department had
has proven successful and benefireported that this title was miscial to various health care profesleading to many students. The
sionals.
class is not soley debate, but
The School of Health Sciences
encompasses a variety of related
requested that this class be
activities.
The new title and
incorporated as part of their
course description
will supregular curriculum.
The Senate
posedly convey this meaning.
adopted this proposal when asThe Curriculum Committee resured that the class did not
ported to the Faculty Senate that
interfere with an existing class
in the next few weeks, many more
offered on human sexuality.
course change requests and cum"Applied Pharmacotherapeutic"
will replace "Principles of Pharma- culumproposals will be on the
agenda.
cotherapeutics" as a requirement
by Wlma M V\bods
Assoctate Editor

Dr. Robert C. Sims,
Associate Professor
of History
"Another Kind of Homecoming: The Return of '
Japanese Americans to the West Coast Following
World War II"
When the Japanese American residents of the West
Coast returned to their homes at the end of World
-War II they faced problems of considerable
, proportions; Long the victims of discrimination,
they experienced both personal harassment and,
legal restrictions which culminated in their removal
from the West-Coast in 1942 under the guise of a
"military necessity" in the event of a Japaneseattack. Their return at the end of the war involved
many hardships and discrimination which they
,
faced with perserverance and courage. Their actions
in that period laid the groundwork for their fuller
assimilation and ultimate success and therefore
constitute the focus of this presentation. Bolsasn
Lounge of the SUB, 8:00 p.m., Scholarship Fund'
donations requested.'
Thursday, November 15,1979

Group Protests Nothing By Doing
Something, But Not Much -

,-

(CPS)-A professor and four
University of MassachusettsAmherst students noisily demonstraded 0 uts Ide a campus bUilding
, ,last week by brandishing blank
picket signs and distributing
blank pamphlets to passersby.
Their purpose, they said, was to
protest nothing In particular.
, The five, all members of the
UMlss Perform~ce Art Group,
wore pieces of driftwood on their
arms and wore sombreros, 00-

cording to a report In the uWass
Daily Collegian.
Professor John Grillo cofounded the group four years ago
to concentrate on new art forms.
Protest is, they explained, an art
form.
"Art cannot be real life," Grillo
grandly told the paper, "but life
can be art."
Grillo said he and fellow demonstrators felt ''released'', after
the hour-lend picketing session.
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In just a short while, the winter
athletic pro gram at Boise State
will be in full gear.. Wen's and
women's basketball, men's wrestling and women's gymnastics will
take the place of football,cross
country, field hockey and volleyball.
The Broncos have experienced a
great football, season,~nd each
student 'at BSUand each member
of the'Bbise90rnmunitycan
take
pridein"ttie" teaili's 'accomplish"'
rnents. 111esupport and enthusiasm you'llave shown has. been
appreciated by P2ch piaver, coach
and member of the BSU athletic
department.
.
'
t-bwever
new season is
almost u~n US and a' new group
of athletes ask for that same

a

'.~.'.

..

'..

I·· -

support. I think they are deserving
of it. All BSU athletes, men and
women, work hard in preparation
for every game, every meet and
every match. Each takes pride in
the team's accomplishments, and
all wish to share their competitive
experience with their fellow students.
"those of us in' the athletic
department encourage your supportofyo~r program. • '
, , To
the' Bronco basketball
team this -season would be a
shame.
They promise to, be
exciting and in the thick of the Big
Sky Conference title race. The
team blends' great size and quickness that should be fun for all fans
to see. ~ have planned some
special attractions for. several

miss
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Westling coach MI<e Young is
home games that willadd to your
going after his seventh straight
appreciation of the basketball
Big Sky conterence wrestling
program. Coach Bus Connor, his
championship this season with a
assistants and players have been
young, but very strong team. ,_He
worl<ing very hard In preparation
has a big lavitatlonal meet this
for this season. They especially
ask your support in the month of - weekend in the gym featuring
several of the outstanding wrespecernber when the Broncos have
Also, the
five straight home games and look, tling teams in the ~t.
Big Sky Conference wrestling
toplck up several wins early In the
championships will be held in
season. ~ thlnk you'll like what
Boise at. Bronco Gym on ~rch
you see, and once you come out
1st"following
a <long, '-grueling.
to a Bronco: basketball game,
season of .cornpetltlon for the
you'll want to 'come back.
wrestlers.
The same hard worl< has been
Fpllowing that, the sortno
put in by' Connie Thomgren's
sports, track, baseball, tennis and
women's basketball ,team and
golf get underway, and It will be
John Head's gymnastic team.
time again, for' spring' 'football
Those teams Improve each year
practice.
and are great spectator events.
/J.s you can see, BSU's athletes You should experience them.

are worl<ing and competing all
year long. They do it for many and
differing reasons.
Among out
goals in athletics is to provide a
source of healfhy, stimulating
competition for them, and exciting,' inexpensive entertainment
for you.
~ sincerely hope to see BSl'
students at these athletic events
this winter and throughout the
academic year.
~
need and
appreciate all of your support .•
Don't cheat yourself out of the
excitement and pleasure you can
cleri~ from Boise State athletics.
,~

I

Bob Rosenthal
Sports Infon;nation Director
Boise Statetkllversity

John Head, a three year assistant in BSU's gymnastics program,
was elevated to head coach this
past summer, by virtue of default,
when former coach Ed Zimmer
opted for the head.. co~ching
position at the University of
\i'\l3.shington.
.
But before moving on, Zimmer
recruited an outstanding crop of
high school gymnasts. .
Coach Head's position
is
enviable, he inherits nine talented
freshman and the experience of
three fine retumees from last
year's Regional Small College
championship team in Pam Coker,
Cecily Corder, and Linda Rife.
"There's 'no doubt that the
caliber of our freshmen recruits
will compliment our retumees.
They enable us to become a more
balanced team, "said COachHead.'
''V\.e'reno longer solely dependant
upon a small core within the team
to.pull us through."
\!'It, have a couple gymnasts that
have never had experience on
competitive level. Still their skill
level and natural abilities are
going to enable them to contribute
to the team," seld Coach Head.
"we have that additional
strength and depth, which will
make us contenders for the Small
College Regional Championships
this spring," continued Coach
Head.
In addition to securing a form-

a

Coach Head feels that, ."It's
idable array of gymnasts, Coach
going
to be a long tough battle to
Head can pool the services of
assistant coach Jackie Carringer.
regionals." Mlre likely than not
Carringer, a former BSU gymthe winner between the three
nast is considered a foremost
tearns will represent the Northauthority in dance and the development of floor exercise and west at Nationals.
balance beam routines. "Jackie's
Boise State's depth chart may
expertise has helped tremendousvery well playa major tactorln the
ly. On an individual basis her
march to the regional championrapport with members of our team
ships. It's been noted that, second
will definitely contribute to the
to football, more injuries are
personal development of each sustained in gymnastics than any
gymnast," said Head.
other sporting event.
l:XJringpreseason practice sesCoach Head noted that, "Injursions the emphasis has been on
ies occur in practice and meets,
all-a~und work outs.
tveaning
and regardless of how insignifieach member of the team works
cant they may seem, an injury can
quickly relegate a gymnast to the
events. Later individuals will be
sidelines.
Even the seasoned
channeled
into
specialist
competitors aren't immune to
routines.
injury."
. \
·"There are those on the
k,
far
as
home
meets on the
team, as there are on any
gymnastics calendar for Boise
athletic squad, that are still
area spectators,
a challenging
developing.
They have to
array of opponents have been
start at the fundamental level and
secured for BSU's four home
workup to the fully developed
meets..
competitive level. And as in any
On November 30th, the Broncos
sport event, they'll soon leam that
will open against a fine division I
it takes determination and hard
BYU team, which contains 12
practice to excel in this sport,"
class I gymnasts and 4 class I elite
said Head.
'cornpetltors. BYU's overall power
Head noted that the, Northwest
will immediately test the capabilRegion has shown tremendous
ities of Head's young squad.
improvement during the past few
"Each opponent should be able
seasons.
Spokane Community
to
maintain their own against us.
College, Portland State and BSU
The competition will be extremely
have become a formidable force,
close," said Coach Head.
on the national level. .

r-

Conner Optimistic

c

rsSh
by Bud Humphrey
University Arbiter
Wlen the Boise State basketball team runs out onto the
intercollegiate court for the first
time this season, it will be a squad
that largely has not competed
together. Only two of the starters
from last year's 11-15 team retum
to the 1979-80 squad. '
Yet coach Bus Connor and his
'charges have good reason to be
optimistic about the. upcoming

season.

,

..

. For starters, instead of Pauley
Pavilion, the Broncos will step
onto the court of the Broncos of
Sanfa Clara. After that, BSU takes
on a light
home schedule of
Great Falls, D:>aneCollege, North
Dakota state, .cal. St.-D:>minquez
and !=astern \i'\l3.shington before
moving into heavier competition
and the Big Sky. Connor acknowledgecl this would make it a little
easier for Boise State players and
fans to get into a winning spirit.
For another thing, last year the
Broncos won three out of seven

\

Linda Rife strikes an elegant pose of power and finesse on the
balance beam.
Photo by George Ragan
conference games on the road last
year, second best road season in
the Big Sky, which did much to
bread the suffocating three-year
"road jinx" that had plagued the
Broncos since 1976.
And not least, the team shows
_ promise of being among the best
in the conference.

.

game, and Ken Copeland, who
played for league champion Riverside CC last year.

Should a tall guard be on order,
the Broncos have three. Swingman Tom L10y is the loftiest at
-6-6, and the senior saw a lot of
action from the bench last season.
Bates, a 6-3 junior, has shown
steady development, and former
The top two retumers, literally,
football standout Lonnie Hughes,
are Dave Richardson and John
6-3, makes his Bronco varsity
Anderson, both 6-9. Junior center
debut as a senior after a year's JV
Richardson was chosen for the
experience and a redshirt season.
Honorable t-mntion All-Big Sky
The fronf line bench strength is
team, Connor said Richardson's
impressive as well: . Three-year
biggest trouble last year was
letterman John tvbyfield moves to
fouling. "Dave is a very aggresback up Richardson at the post,
sive player, and he's going to be
and the 6-9 senior is always
as good as any big man in the
capable of an amazing' scoring or
league. He does foul too much,
rebounding
game.
. tvbtl
and he's working on "that, but I
Wlkerson, 6-7, warmed the bench
don't want to take his aggressivemuch of his freshman season, but
ness away." .
according to Connor is a contThe most improved player on
ender for the "most Improved"
the team, Connorsaid, is probably
title, and should be a regular
'John Anderson.Anderson ''worked
contributor during his sophomore
hard in the off season," Connor
year.
said; and fans can expect to see
Two Calltomla regional high
improved shooting and quickness
school all-stars round out the
from the senior, who also averBronco roster this year, and both
aged 3 assists a game.
are high-production 6-6 forwards.
Derek Anderson, from MlmingSean M:Kenna's graduation left
side H.S. in Los Angeles, and
a hole. in the starting forward's
Randy Brown from Seaside H.S.
spot, .but redshirt transfer Larry
Of the first 21 days of practice,
M:Khiney not Only fills it,' but
Connor said the Bronco players
adds three inches.
The 6-10
were "gaining a lot of confidence;
M:Kinney, has shown the ability
they're all fitling into our system
to' score not only next to the
well." He mentioned the players
basket but from the 10-15 foot
were gelling anxious to work
range.
.
through the remaining two weeks
The. largest pool of new talent
of practice and "play somebody
this year comes in the guard . other than ourselves."
position. Three junior college
The team goals are ambitious,
playmakers will compete with
but not impractical, according to
retumers Tom L10y and Rodger
Connor. "Our goal is to win the
Bates for starting honors. One
Big Sky Conference championstand out, is 6-1 DaveWiliams, a
ship, and we have a chance if we
. transfer from Allan Hancock
play the kind of basketball we're
Junior College near Santa Bar-' capable of. W:J are trying not to
bara.
"Dave is probably the
lose any games at home, and win
quickest guarctl've ever coached,"
all the games we can on the road."
Connor noted.
He added that even though BSU
won three away Big Sky games
Two other Oalltornla
juco
last year, they also lost four home
guards are also going to attend
conference games and "In the Big
BSu.. Scot Ludwig, from Gross-rnont ,JC .,with .9.2 assists per Sky you jusf can't do Jhat."
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lhorngren's Charges Gear for Season

-Sharpshooter LeeAnne Nordahl pumps from the top of the key.
Photo: Chuck Scheer

V'I.I:3shington,where she was the
(UA)--W:Jmen's basketball
is
Nbst Valuable Player at Rosalia
getting under way at Bolse State
with all the players from the - High School, averaging 23.0
points per game.
She is an
1978-79squad retuming except for
excellent shooter from both the
outstanding guard Vicki Hileman,
outside and inside, and will
who as of Nbnday, is an official
add considerably to the scoring
member of the Chicago Hustle,
strength for the offense. Amy
the professional \!\bmen's BasketLynn, who average 24.0 points at
ball Association team.
\I\.l3.lIaceHigh in Silverton, Idaho;
The Broncos wi!1 still be a
Karen Kohring, a sophmore trans-.
young team with most players
fer from Northwest Nazarene Colhaving only one year's experience
lege; Shannon Nbrse, a transfer
and no seniors 1)0. the squad. In
from the College of Southem
fact even the assistant coach is
Idaho, and Sunny Smallwood, a
new, as D3.r1eneBailey will be
solid defensive and offensive
filling that post this year..
player who averaged 20.0 points
Connie Thomgren has been the
per game at Carbon High School
head coach since the team's
inception nine years ago and has
amassed an exceptional 133-44
over-all record in that time.
Astrong retuming player for the
Broncos is Ruth Fugleberg, a 5-7
sophomore, who was seventh in
scoring (15.9 per game) and third
in rebounding (10.1 per game) in
the Northwest.
Fugleberg was
also selected to the National
Scouting
Association's
-AIIAmerican team for the 1978-79-'
season.
Becauseof early injury to center
Karla tv'eier in 78, BSU was
lacking depth in that position.
tv'eier was injured in the third
game of the season and at that
time she was the leading scorer
for the Broncos. \!lAth tv'eier's
retum and the addition of some
strong freshman centers the team
should have an improved inside
game. tv'eier is a strong, aggressive, and quick player with good
moves under' the basket.
"Speed from freshman recruits
and sophrnore- transfers will be
needed to keep a strong offensive
perspective," said coach D3.r1ene
Bailey.
Nancy Phillips, Karen Scriver,
and Chris Bauwens also retum for
Broncos at the post position.
Phillips, a team co-captain and at
6-3 the tallest member of the
team, has much improved her
shooting ability and will be a very
important player for BSU. Scriver
has developed into a fine defensive player as well as a good
percentage shooter.
Chris
Bauwens will help the Broncos in
rebounding .and inside shooting.
Retuming guards are .lVdena
M:lnelly,. co-captain,
LeAnne
Nordahl,
and Mary Beitia.
M:;lnelly is the team's defensive
leader and an excellent ball handIer. Nordahl, who saw a Jot, of
action last year, has a good
shooting percentage and has
much improved ball handling.
Beitia is a consistant player on
both offense and defense.
The Broncos have six new
players this year, mostly at the
guard position.
Kim Buergel
comes
to
BSU
from

Basketball Head Coach Connie
Thomgren.
Photo by George Ragan

in Price, Utah, will add to the
quickness and overall depth of the
Bronco squad.
Cheryllngallis, a5-11 freshman
from Ontario, will be the new
addition at the post position.
Cheryl, who was selected MVP at
Ontario High is fast and a good
inside shooter.
The team is now practicing for
their opener against Idaho State at
Pocatello on ca:ember 1.
''\IIk're looking forward to a
great season," said Head Coach
Connie Thronqren."
"Naturally
we're all very excitied about ·Vicki
making the "l;Justle" and wish her
the best of luck."

LeAnne Nordahl drive past Karen 1<Dhring while Amy Lynn Looks
on.
l't1oto by George RagIlO .
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Head Coach Mke Young (smiling) demonstrates
aged coaches are easily pinned.

how middle-

Photo by George Hagan

Big Sky Champs Return
by Mke Riplinger
Arbiter Reporter
(UA)- The Boise State Westling
team will be gunning for their
seventh straight Big Sky Conference wrestling title when they
open their season this coming
weekend against Humboldt State
in the annual BSU Open. Wth
three retuming conference champions from last year, and a host of
excellent freshman recruits, Bolse
State will again field a very strong
team.
''V'J3have a tough road ahead of
us this season and every team
we'll wrestle will be out to get us,"
said Head Coach Mke Young of
his team's chances of retaining
their title.
''V'J3'1Iface quality
'competition from every team in
the Big Sky so it should make for
an interesting year."
, "I think we had a very good
recruiting season last year and
have filled all the gaps created by
graduation adequately,"
said
Young.
''V'J3'rebasically a team composed of freshmen a.id sophmores with just a few juniors and
seniors on the team. ~ may be
young but we have a tremendous
amount of potential and will give
people their money's worth when
they wrestle us," said Young.
The Broncos will face a stem
challenge Thursday night when
they open up against Humboldt
State, an excellent Division III
school. The match will start at
7:30 p.m. in the Bronco ~ym:

Leading off for the Broncos at
118 lbs. will be freshman Scott
Hill.
[bug. Brown. and Steve

Dean-Schamanskiis--legJoaked.by

Dape(wllroaflle'RilFfofttie top
spot and between these three
wrestlers, BSU have a solid start
in all of their dual matches this
year.
Scott Barrett, retuming Big Sky
champion from last year, will hold
down the 126 Ibs. weight class.
Barrett, a freshman last year,
progressed greatly at the end of
the season and ended up with a
21-11-1 record.':"
"Scott is the best in the
conference and in this whole area,
I can't think of anyone better than
he is," said Young.
"He is a
terrific competitor and with hard
work, he has a very good chance
to place the nationals this year."
"On our team one of the
toughest weights to be varsity at
is 134lbs.A11 the wrestlers are ver
good at this weight, but they're all
freshmen and lack experience.
The top spot is stili up for grabs
and it should be interesting to see
who gets it," said Young.
Curtis Cooley is challenging
James Wiliams for the varsity
position with Richard Stockdale
not far behind.
Wiliams redshirted last year and that extra
year of experience might give him
an edge over his competition.
Sophomore Troy Shipley is the
returnlnq varsity man at 142 100.,
and he should hold down the
varsity position if he can stay
healthy. Last year he dislocated, '
pis shoulder and it was thought

Big Sky runner-up_E!ro¥ Thompson ,cJllf!flg,Practice work outs. '

--Phoio

a chance of placing at nationals,"
that he had healed, but this year
he reinjured it in practice and is , said Young.
Bill Brasettl I::: the defending
questionable for the Humboldt
conference champion at 177.lbs.
State match.
,A£;cordlngto Young, "Bill has the
If Shipley can't stay healthy,
'potential to win the conference
then either Riley Cronk or Ml.rk
again but he may have a big
Perry will move up into the varsity
obstacle
in his way.
If .W:>od
position.
moves up to 177 100., then we'll
8roy Thompson, a senior, is
'have a real battle to see who will
moving down a weight class from
be varsity."
last year to 150 Ibs. Last year he
The Broncos will be very strong
finished 2nd in the conference
at 190 Ibs. with two excellent
championship tournament and
wrestlers who will be vying for the
ended the season with a record of
, top spot. Dan Rowell conference
16-11.
runner-lip last year, will be IneliRandy Reynolds and Roy Rose
gible for the 1st semester and will
wiil compete forvarsityat ,158lbs.
have to wait before he can
Rose, a conference champion in
compete. Harold \N1itman, red1977, is ineligible until the 2nd
shirted last year, but in 1977 he
semester so he'll have to wait a
was a conference champion. '
while before he can wrestle.\N1itman, who Young calls his
Because of an extra six pounds
weight allowance given to, the . best all-around wrestler will have
quite a struggle on his hands
wrestlers in the BSU Open, \<evin
W:>od, a junior, will wrestle at 167 , when he and Rowell finally wrestle
for varsity.
Ibs. Later this season after the
/Jd heavyweight, football star
wrestlers lose their special weight
Ray Santucci has indicated that
allowance, \!\bod, a conference
he'll come out for wrestling again
champion last year, will have to
after the football season is over.
decide whether or not he will stay
Last year Santucci finished 3rd in
at this weight or move up to 177
the
conference championships.
Ibs.
He'll be far behind in technique
"\<evin improved more than
and he won't not be In real good
anyone on our team, last year and
wrestling shape, because the conwe expect a lot' of good things
ditioning for football and wrestfrom him this season. He works
ling is different. Santucci will be
very hard in practice and,may have

by Georlle Ragan'

challenged by Mke Starman, a
state champion from Borah High
School last year.
Coach Young's main goal for
his team this year is to retaiH the
conference championship that
they have won fOI" the last six
years. IJI.eberState who has their
best team in many years this
season,
will
challenge
the
Broncos and will give them "One
heck of a hard time, " according to
Young.
.
Last season, IJI.eber State lost
their heavyweight right before the
conference championships or they
may very will have upset the
Broncos and could have taken the
team title.
The winners of the Big Sky
Conference Championships,
which takes place tvbrch tst, will
go on to the NCAA National
Championships
tvbrch
13th
through the 15th.
In years past, due to financial
restrictions, a wrestler would not
only have to win the Big Sky
Championships but would also
have to place in three of the top
toumaments that the Broncos
compete in just to be eligible to
wrestle at the Nationals.
Now
though, the NCAA pays for the
trip instead of BSU so any
conference winners will automatically go;

......~•• :.m> •.-. ~~....."~-....,,-...,,...--,.--,--------,

1979 126

Berrett.

lbs.

Big Sky ChampIon Sophom9re Scott
Photo: Chuck Scheer

1979 167/bs. Big Sky Champion Junior Kevin \!\Ood.
Photo: 'Chuck SCheer

1979 1771bs. Big Sky Champion BiII.''The Animal"
Braseth.
'Phoio:..etiuck
Scheer
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On your way to next
semester, give a thought
(CPS)--President Carter has
nominated the woman who was
supposed to be the first female
justice of the U.S. Supreme Court
as the first secretary-of any
gender-of the new U.S. Department of Education.
Carter's nornl.iatlon of U.S.
Courtof Appeals Judge Shirley M
Hufstedler as Secretary of Education surprised just about everyone
-including the judge's aides-at
both her Pasadena, Ca. residence
andV\Gshington, where "Insiders"
were still predicting the nomination of Office of Personnel 1Vanagement Director Alan "Scotty"
Campbell just days before Carter's
October 29 announcement.
Judge Hufstedler,
54,' has
"never" had a regular academic
appointment," according to !:X.
Ray Owens, vice president. of
student affairs at the Califomia
Institute of Technology, where
Hufstedler is on the- board of
trustees. She is also on the-board
of Occidental College.
"I was very. surprised," Owens
recalls:·.~'Ididn!Lthinkshe would
be appointedto,that position.--I
rather expectedthat she would be
the first woman to sit on the
Supreme Court."
Others thought so, too. Hufstedler was widely considered by
many in \l\.t:J.shingtonas the person
most likely to succeed Supreme
Court Justice' Wlliarn Brennan,
who is expected toretlrefromthe
Court before the end of the year.
President Carter has strongly
suggested he will nominate a
womanto the seat, and Hufstedler
was considered the most likely
woman on the list of qualified
female jurists drawn up by Wary
Grefe, president of the American
Association of University V\bmen.·

Greffe also suggested Hufstedler as one of a number of women
qualified to head the Dspartmeru
of Education, extablished by Congress on Sept. 27 as the n.ew
central administration for 152
elementary,
secondary,
and
higher education programs that
previously had been, scattered
among four cabinet-level departments.
No one but Carter took the
suggestion seriously, though:
Speculation of who would be the
flrst secretary centered on former
New Mexico Governor Jerry
ApOdaca, HEW Assistant Secre.tarv for Edu9ation Wary Berry,
former U.S. Education Cornmis-sloherl-aruld Howe, Duke President Terry Stanford, Califorina
public 'school .' Superintendent
Wlson Riles, Oklahoma Univer. sity President Wlliam Banowsky,
and Campbell, whom one congressman serving on an education
committee called a "shoo-in" only
four days before Hufstedler's
nomination.
.
-The education. lobby in the'
'
capitol greeted-.the nomination
with qualified satisfaction.
For
example, National
.Education
Association
President Wlliam
Waguire Jermed the nomination
"excellent," but another NEA official confided organization officers
suspect, Hufstedler's tenure will'
be sliort-Iived.
Carter may be
using the education post as a
means of giving Hufs.tedler a
reputation as a top-level expert
before later nominating her for the
Supreme Court.
A congressional source guessed that Carter chose Hufstedler
because she was not identified
with-and therefore would not
alienate--any of the groups ac-

EewerTeSfs

to working for
the University Arbiter

tively pushing their own candidates.
The Senate must now confirm
the nomination.
• The confirmation hearings presumably will sharpen associates'
understanding of the judge's polltical sentiments. "i've heard that she's a D3mocrat on the liberal side, but not an
extremist," Owens noted.
"I certainly wouldn't classify
her as a feminist," suggests Lee
Case, vice president of Planning
and D3velopmen, at OCcidental
College. "She's not an arderrt
feminist, but she's definitely for
women's rights."
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These positions offer education,
experience and money. Apply at

Hufstedler recently told the'
Los Angeles limes that "I. have .
devoted a great deal of my life to
education, and have a commitment to education." She said she
is very concemed about the quality of education especially in
primary and secondary schools.

. 2n\l floor SUB

HELP SHAPE THE fUTURE
The ·Atkinson .Graduaie School
Administration

-:., .'of

1

WILLAMETTE UNIVERSITY
Salem, Oregon 97301

She has also found the time
to serve as a trustee of Cal Tech,
OCcidental, the Aspen Institute of
Humanistic Studies, and The
Colonial Wlliamsburg
Foundation. She is also on the advisory
board of the Jet Propulsion laboratory, and is a council member of
the Pmerican Law Institute.
'
\

\

An academically
rigorous two-year
Master's program to provide the
educational
Foundation
for
Careers in the Management
of
Business, Government,
and
)'.J9!",FOrjPwfi! ,qrgal)lzatJ9ns., •.,.

~

All interested

of paSt standardized admissions
tests.
Consumer groups say
student access to the tests will
help prevent test mismanagement
and fraud. Testing organizations,
on the other hand, claim the law
furcesthem~d~~panew~sr
every time It is given. They say
the expense of developing a
. test-$93,OOOfor the SAT, according to the College Board-will
force them to cut back services.

(CPS)-The American College
Testing (ACl) services has followed up on its warning that
'truth-in-testing"
legislation
would force it to cancel two dates
when it -wlll offer students its
standardized tests,

The announcement. came three
weeks after the 'College Entrance
Examination Board, which administers the Scholastic ·Aptltude
Test (among others), reported that
A number of smaller testing
New York's new testing law had
finns
that measure skllls of proforced the Board 10 give the test
fessional school applicants have
fewer times, andto raise test
already announced plans to cease
fees.
.
New York's law, which becomes , operations in New York state.
Sharon 1JI.ard, president of the
effective Jan. 1, makes it possible
Student Association of New York,
for students to get grad!3dcopies

by Charles'M. Schulz
@

~ I HEARD THAT THE

~ BOARD OF EDUCATION
~ ANt7 THE PRINCIPAL HAVE
~ BEENARGUINGABOUT THE
~ LEAK IN THE CEILING ...
jll--;;
p

students

should

see:

Anne Draper, Assistant Director
of Admissions
Friday, November 16,1979
2:00 p.m, to 5:00 p.m,
Career and Financial Servicas
385-1664

ACT Blames 'Truth-In-Testing'

PEANUTS®

B-5 weekdays

'385-1464

Hufstedler, bom in Colorado
but a Califorina resident for 30
years, eamed her·law degree from
Stanford, and was appointed to
the Superior Court on .1961. 'She
worked her way up the judicial
ladder until she was,appointed to
the U.S. Circuit Court by President Lyndon Johnson in 1968.

'-.J,.,

0

Spring '80 vacancies will
include .

. Owens says the one finn
'political stand he's seen Hufstedler take was In favor of equality •.

1,-,·-'·

.

said all the testing finns' announcements were designed to
hold New York students "hostage
by the testing authority."
Congress is currently considering a national truth-In-testing

Information on Placement, Internships.
Financial Aid available on request.
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Br ncos Undefeated in Big Sky C nference
by Mke Riplinger
Arbiter Staff

_ "I want you guys to know you're
a hell of a football team and in our
eyes vou're the champions."
These words by Nevada-Reno
~Coach, Chris Ault, tells it all as
Boise State ended their Big· Sky
season undefeated
with a 7-0
mark.
Ault showed a lot of class by
going. into the Broncos
lockerroom, after his team Was stopped
just short hi their comeback try,
as BSU won a squeaker, 28-27.
"Reno is a very physical team
with outstanding personnel. They
are an excellenl football team and
well coached. We were fortunate
to win," said Coach Jim Criner.
"It really is too bad one team had
to lose, because it was a great;
evenly matched game."
"Big plays were what decided
the game and for us it was a
fumble
recovery by linebacker,
Ralph Esposito which set up the
touchdown
and go ahead twopoint conversion that proved to be
the winning margin," said Criner.
"Also
the big stop
make by
linebacker
Ron Chatterton
and
safety Curt Chandler on \!\blf Pack

lead midway through the fourth'
quarterback
Larry \!\brman just
quarter, was their coaching tacinches short of the goalline."
tics. They had two different game
If \!\brman would have socred
, plans for each half.
the two-point conversion attempt,
"lt was a 'smart thing for their
with only 52 seconds remaining in
coaches to do," said Criner.
"It
tlie
game,
then
Nevada-Reno
threw us of Un the second half and
would have edged out the Broncos
we couldn't make the adjustments
by a single point.
until halfway through the fourth
''The difference In the game was
period."
the hidden yardage, or yardage
The Broncos
put their
nine
most people don't notice, that we
game winning streak.on the line
picked up through our speciality
Saturdav when thev face Cal Polv.
team. We gained over 90 Yar9s on
San Luis Obispo In -Bronco stareturns
and let them
have a
Game time is slatedfor,
whopping-2
yards. That resulted . dlum.
1:00 p.m.
in at least 6 points for us," Criner
The MJstangs have a 7-2 record
said.
and will need a, win over the
Kicker Kenrick Camerud, retum
Broncos to gain a possible berth
man Ric~ \!\bods, and punter Tom
in the Division II playoffs.
Spadafore all had good games.
The MJstangs are in the same
"Kenrick kept them in the hole
situation as last year when they
the entire 1st half with his deep
beat BSU 7-3 and were given a
kickoffs into the endzone which
spot in the playoffs.
couldn't be retumed.
Rick had 74
''Cal Poly is a well· coached
yards on 4 punt retums to set' up
football team with excellent skill
Kenrick's two field goals.
Tom
players," said Criner.
''They are
made some good punts.
Especione of the better hitting teams and
ally at the end of the game making
we expect them tobe even better
Reno drive the length of the field
than last year's club."
when they needed to score," said
"We are going to really have to
Criner.
get out after Cal Poly on defense
or they'll bum us," said Criner.
One thing which led the \!\blf
''We'll need to hit and tackle
Pack back from their 13-7 deficit at
ferociously,
making it hurt everythe end of the first half, to a 21-13

total kills with 151.
Another
freshman, setter Beth Bergin, had
306 service attempts and eamed
454 assists.
The Bronco netters closed out
the season with a win and three
losses at the Eastem area northwest toumament
last weekend.

(UA)- The annual Boise State University Open will take place Friday
and Saturday in the Bronco Gym.
The action will begin at 3:00 on
Friday, with an evening session
planned at 6:00.
On Saturday,
wrestling will begin at 10:00 am
followed by the finals at 7:30 that
evening..
,
, Some of the best wrest IiI1g
teams from throughout
the West
and Northwest will be competing
in the BSU Open. Cal-Poly, San
Luis Obispo,
BYU, Utah State,
Idaho State, Mmtana,
Westem
tv'ontana,
Eastern \/Vashington
State College,
Humboldt. State,
North Idaho College, Ricks College, Northwest Nazarene College
and Gray's Harbor College will
make up the field.
Since
each school
will
be
allowed to enter more than one
wrestler
in each weight
class,
there will be no team championships awarded.
Awards will be
given forfirst,
second, and third
place in each respective weight
class. There will also be special
awards given out to the deserving
wrestlers.
"This is going to be one hecl< of
a toumament.
There are colno to
be a lot of really good wrestlers
competing here so it should make
for some very close matches,"
said Young.
"Cal-Poly will definitely
be the
team to watch in the tournament.
They finished
in the top ten
nationally
last year in Division I
and have an exceptional
team
retuming this year," said Young.
"I think they have probably one of
the top five teams in the nation
this year with many national place
winners on the team."

BSU defeated
the Wlshington
State junior varsity 15-5, 13-15,
15-4 and lost a hard one to
Spokane Falls CC 15-13, 2-15,
17-15. Eastem Wlshington
took
BSU 15-4, 15-13 and Idaho also
won, 15-1, 15-12.

Men's Cross-Country Places Eighth
BOIS&- The University of NevadaReno, in it's first year in the, Big
Sky Conference, won }he District
7-~SC cross-country
championships on Saturday,
Nov. 10 in
Provo, Ut. The Broncos of Boise
State finished eighth.
cave Steffans placed 19th with
a time of 33:43, for Boise State's
highest
finish.
Other Bronco
finishers were l<arl Knapp in 32nd
34:26; Scott Blackbum in 37th'
34:04; Howard Conley in 40th:

said BSU cross country coach Ed
Jacoby.
"They have a great team
with good depth."
''We ran the worst we could
possibly
have run"
continued
Jacoby.
'
.
''We are going to have to sit
back and take a good look at our
program
from
the personnel
standpoint, as wellas the training
techniques
which
were
employed," Jacoby said.

35:12; and Tom Rothenberger [n
44th, 35:52.
.
"Reno is loaded with talent,"

The conference
race was the
final meet of the year for' the
Broncos.

all the adversity that we have had
this year," said Criner. "But they
have played in front of the best
fans around." '
''W1ere else could you find a
game with the score 44-0, and on
the last play of the game there
were still enough fans screaming
and
yelling,
that
Northern
Arizona's quarterback had to call
time. out because
his players
couldn't hear his cadence," Criner
said.

Grapplers Start Season'
With Boise state Open .

I

tters Finish Succ
(UA)- Though the BSU volleyball
team graduates two of its finest
players
this
season,
coach
carlene
Bailey expresses
only
optimism
for next year's performance. ''The improvement of the
squad over the season was exciting," Bailey said. "Next season,
with
nine girls
returning,
we
should be stronger. "
.
Seniors and co-captains
Cindy
Simpkins and Susan Vietti led the
team to a 14-13 season, the best in
five years. Simpkins was the team
leader in passing effieiency with
89 percent, followed by Vietti at 87
percent. Simpkins also was tops
in serving
consistency,
at 97
percent, and was second in ace
serves with 29. Vietti led the team
in hitting
consistency
with 88
percent.
Yet among the retumers from
this year's freshman-loaded
team,
Charlotte Kim led in total kills
with 164, and also hit at 88
• percent.
Kristi Brockway led in
aces with 35, and· was second in

time we stick them."
"This will be -a very emotional
game for both teams. We have ten
seniors on our team playing their
last game as a Bronco, and they
want this win very bad," said
Criner.
"If we win this game we
will finish at 10-1 whichwill
be the
best record In all of Division II
football. "
''You know it's a tribute to the
players that they played wlth such
'courage and character in face of .

"Eastem W1shlngton State COllege is one of the top teams in
NAJA competition.
Last year they
finished
in the top three at
nationals
and just a couple of
years
ago they
are
national
champions,"
Young added.
BYU has a very strong program
and have been consistent winners
year atter year.
This year they
have one of the top teams in the
nation with a very strong nucleus to
build around.
One of Boise State's biggest
wrestling rivals has always been
Utah State. They riave a number
of quality wrestlers retuming from
last year and should have a good
toumament team.
"Many
people
equate
the
schools that are wrestling powers
with the same ones thatr.are
football powers, but this doesn't
always hold true," said Young.
"For example, Cal Poly is Division
II in football and competes in
Division I in wrestling.
In wrestling they are one of the best teams
in the country, out In football they
are just another good team."
Boise State will be taking a
fairly young team, led by their
three retuming conference champions, into the BSU Open.
"Even though we may be young
we think we viII have an extremely
exciting team which will be able to
compete with any team around.
This coming
weekend will add
great experience for our freshmen'
and sophmores and will help them
them to progress quickly,"
said
Coach Mke Young.
"'This
will
also
be our first
chance
to
evaluate our inexperienced
people."
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Faculty Meetings
General Studies. Wednesday, Nov. 14 at 1:30
p.rn. Library Conference Room 308-C.
Internatlonal Studies, Thursday, Nov. 15 at 3
p.rn., Dean Spulnik's Conference Room, SE 106.
Faculty Development, Monday, Nov. 19 at 8:30
a.rn., Library Conference Room 247.

Focus Deadline
The November Issue of FOCUS will go to the
printer Thanksgiving Week.
Items for publication should be subrnltted to
the Information
Services Office, Ad. 123,
385-1562, by Nov. 14. ,

Deviance TOPiC or
Brown Bag Forum

and pianist Rebecca Jones.
Included on the program will be works by Bach
Shostakovich, and Mozart.
Tickets will be available at the door, adutts, $2;
students and senior citizens, $1 and BSU
personnel and students. free.

. Tuition Waiver ,.

" Oakes, Bratt to Perform in BSU
. Faculty Artist Series Nov. 16

__
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Campus
Representative

Danforth·

Faculty nominations for the 1979-80 Danforth
Foundation Associate program are due Dec. 1.
Bring your lunch and Join in the Boise State
Persons nominated' should be dedicated
sociology forum, "Deviance: You Asked for It,"
teachers, lnterested In scholarship and devoted to
at noon, Thursday, Nov. 15 In the Clearwater
Improving
taculty-sturtent relationships.
Room of the-Student Union BUilding.
,
Nominations for the awards .which are for
Speakers at the forum will be BSU socloloqlst
six-year
terms,
are Invited from students, faculty,
Or. Richard Baker and criminal justice professor
and administrators.
- Dr. Allison Hall.
Admission to the public.
The
program
Is designed to encouraqe teachers
meeting-is free, with donations to the BSU
whose activities reflect creativity and Initiative
sociology club welcome:
in concern b!' students, values, educational
Issues and their real relations to society. The
.toundatton
encourages the nomination
of
. minority and women teachers, and Includes
spouses
as
full
participants,
Organist Donald Oakes and cellist J. Wallis
Those named Danferth associates are eligible
Bratt will perform In the Boise State University
to apply for grant funds up to $2,000 to assist In
Faculty Artist Recllal Series Friday, Nov. 16 at
campus
activities for projects which might
8:15 p.m. In the BSU;Muslc AuditoriUm.
improve the quality of teaching and learning.
The Boise State Faculty Trio will also perform
Nominations
for the associate_program should
assisted by Dr. Gerald Schroeder on the plano.
be sent to the Danforth Associate program,The
Members of the trio are violinist
Gerald
Danforth Foundation, 222 South Contral Ave:, SI.
Rosenbaum,
concertmaster
of the Boise
louis, Mo. 63105.
Phllharmonlr Orchestra and'btrlng quartet, Brall,
fnformation for this s ace 19 proVided by the Office of Information Services, Ad. Bldg., Rm 123, or phone 385-1562

"~ __
~~ .._,~.:..:-~_....;.

Frank Ross

Boise State employees and spouses plannlng'to
pre-register for spring semester, 1980, classes
will need to complete tuition waiver forms by
Nov. 20.
The forms may be obtained from the Personnel
Office, 385-1616, and must be returned there,
complete with student number.
, Pre-registration continues through Nov. 16.
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asks the question:

What if our first explorers and
pioneers had been subjected to an
earlier version of today's sensational
weekly tabloids? Imagine the effect on
history if would-be settlers back east
had been treated to headlines like these:

"Killer Moths Savage Sheep Ranch!'
"See it All! Intimate Sketches of Reckless
Abandon in Dodge
City!'
~-------..,..--"Psychic with Custer's Army Predicts Fame
for All at Little Big Horn!"
Reputations would live and die on the front
page every week:

"I Kissed a Man with Wooden Teeth." - Martha Washington
"General Sherman: Pyromaniac or Poor Sport?"
"Sitting Bull says, 'No More Mr. Nice Guy'!'

What's so bad about
splinters?.

Isee you weari~g an
arrow shirt.
,

"500' Conestoga .Wagons Recalled by Factory!'
"The Shocking Story of Why They Call .
Roy Bean the Hanging Judge."

SP
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Feild Hockey Tearn Advances to National Tourney
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by Mke Ripllnger
Arbiter Staff

through for what turned out to be"
.
.
.
the winning margin 4-3. Scoring
No~ only will this provide a . 1JIh.. this coming weekend to gain
Va~ IJIh.ssenhove..
for the Broncos were Sue Schenk,
~ood ·fleld hockey expenence, but
more experience before they leave
''ThIs is .the strongest overall
Linda
V\bolnough,
Laura
It wll! also be a g~o~ educational
for the Nationals.
t~m that I.have ever coached,"
Rosecrans,and Hunt.
experience as ,~e", added Van
are not sure yet of who we said Van IJIh.ssenhove.
are
"On to Nationals, On to Nation''we really played well and .lJIh.ssenhove. Only two of the
play, but we have asked to play
peaklnqat just the right time and
als" is the theme for the Boise
dominated the game even though
players on o,ur ~eam have ever
both of the Canadian teams which
ourwhole team has come together
State IJIbmen's Field Hockey team
we were held scoreless during
been east so It will be something
will be entered there.
want to
to play the best that they can. l
as they won the Qualifying Tournregulation time. Our players were
e~tlrely new. Needi~s to ~,ay,we
compete with teams we have never don't think that we have any
ament in Eugene, Or. last weekpretty nervous and if we could
are all very. excited,
Van
played before so we can gain' weak spots or if we do the rest of
end. The Broncos will advance to . have relaxed a bit, we probably
IJIh.ssenhovesaid.
additional experience. k, long as the team Is doing such a good job
the National Tournament being
would have scored," said Coach
. The Broncos will ~nter a Rewe learn sornethlnq from it, even if
of covering it up that I haven't
held in Princeton, New Jersey
Jayne Van IJIh.ssenhove.
glonal Tournament In' Tacoma"
we lose, I will be happy," stated
spotted it yet."
November 28 through December
"Our
victory
was
a
total
team
1st.
effort.
played outstanding
Boise State the lop seeded team
defense, never allowing western a
going into the qualifying tournaLast week: 6-4 '(bleaahh!)
shot on the goal In the 2nd half or
are not alone in the cellar. Pd
ment, had a bye in the first round,
by Jerry Richards
either
overtime,"
said Van
O:-~, Mddle Tennessee must Cumulative: 68-31-1, .685 (Please,
then beat Northwest Nazarene
Arbiter Staff
Lord, send me a perfect week for
IJIh.ssenhove.
surely consider football a spectaCollege in the second round 3-0.
''we knew the game was going
tor sport. Losing not only to the
Christmas)
Boise state
then
played
Dallit, every time I come up
Big Sky: 40-9, .816 (it was worth
to -be close, our whole team
biggies but to such distinguished
western IJIh.shington University in
with some confident prediction
worked
super
hard.
Their
goalie
three of those wrong picks,
company as North Alabama,
the tille game. The,game was the
that
is
backed
up
not
only
by
logic
did a super job holding us
ch09slng \J\eberto lose)
Tennessee-M3.rtln, and Eastern
most hard fought, tension packed
and intuition, but by trends as
scoreless, but it was, our goalie
This It\eek's Picks:,
Tenn., they provide scarce evicontest that the Broncos have had
well, somebody comes up and
Capozzi, who came through in th~
dence that.' anyone's playing.
Boise State 24, Cal Pucky 17 (Keep on
all season.
The only other
makes
a
liar
out
of
me.
your teas, guys)
st roke-off ," she added.
Perhaps a special playoff could be
meeting between the two teams
Idaho 42, South Dakota State 10
Viz: Jackson State,' the second
In more than 30 years of
arranged after both MTSU and ISU
(another frustration game)
was a close 1-0 victory in favor of
rated team in the I-AA division,
C5-Fullerton 35, Idaho State 21 (ten
organized and unorganized field
lose to their respective final
the Broncos the week before.
and out) .
suddenly
loses
and
perpetuates
hockey, this will be the first time a
opponents - anyone care to tune
After 70 minutes of regular play
Portland State 26, Montana 14 (lost
the. southeastern playoff race,
thelrsteam)
...
Bronco team has ever gone to the
in the Finger Bowl?
and two more overtime periods, 7
which
M.may.
State
now
has
little
.Nevada-Reno·56,'·MlsSOUtl
Southern 3
Nationals.
Ah well. BehatonU, continues
ando.I1EJ:',h~fminutes each, both
.....
(Who?),...
'.'
confidence
of
winning
save..
by.
BSU
will
be
handlcapped
by
the
to
outclahs:ffhec:reamof
the
New
Northern Arizona' '21, CP:POmona'1
.
teams were'scoreless at 0-0 .'
divine or NCAA intervention.
Utah State 44, Weber State 22 (ta-daal)
different style of play that they
England football society (say that
To break the tie the teams went
Boston U. 31, Bucknell 24,
Further,
after
battling
its
way
will see from the eastern schools.
with a slightly nasal ring), and
into a penalty toss stroke-off.
Thriller of the WOGlc: Murray State 17,
from a dismal early season to the
Western Ky. 14 (I'll follow my
Van IJIh.ssenhove is the only one
Grambling takes two weeks off
This is a one-on-one competition
Big
Sky
championship,
tvbntana
heart)
virtually assured of a playoff
between an offensive player and who has ever seen eastern schools
Eastern
Kentucky 36, Morehead 14
State turns around and loses to
perform,
and
that
was
only
once
berth.
No
biggies
here.
the other team's goalie. The ball
old
IJvlsion
II
rival
North
D3kota
Jerry's I-AA Top Ten:
'
How-som-ever:
Eastern
is placed seven yards from the at last year's nationals.
1. Grambling 8-2
State, and drops .any chance of
''The main difference between
Kentucky sits back and chews up
2. Boston University 8-1
goal and the player is allowed one
playoffs.
If
Nevada-Reno
and
3. me) Eastern Kentucky 8-2
tvbrehead State, while archnval.
shot. Each team has five shots at the eastern schools and us will be
Northern Arizona survive this
me) Murray State 8-1-1
MJrray State has its hands full
the goal per round and each player that they do all the things that we'· week's competition, home games
5. lehigh 8-2
do,
but
they
do
it
with
more
6. JaCkSOnState 7-2
with an Itchy western Kentucky
may shoot only once.
against small colleges, the winner
7. Alcorn litl11e 7-2
squad, frustratEid after a below-par
After three shots from each speed," Van IJIh.ssenhove said.
6. Florida A&M 8-3
of
their
Nov.
24
contest
will
surely
''we
hope
to
make
up
for
that
with
season
and
ready
to
handle
any9. me) Nevada-Reno 8-3
team, the score was tied at3 goals
represent the Big Sky post-sea(TIe) Lefayette 5-2-2
aggressilfEJdefense
and
excellent
thing short of USC at home. This
apiece. Then BSU goalie Sandy
BSU, alas Is Ineligible, so I rate them an
son. hangs one in the balance...
Capozzi blocked two WNJ at- conditioning. It will, however be
honorary #1 better.
And then there's poor old Idaho
hard to adjust to the different style
No further questions?
tempts. On the Bronco's fourth
State ... Take heart, the Bungals
of
play
that
we.will
see."
attempt, Treva Hunt knocked one

"we

"we

we

I-AA Make$ liars of Prognosticators

we

Tuesday, Noverrbef 20th

Christmas List
, Issue
on the Newstonds
next week
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STEREO SAIJE'
'FRIDAY & SATURDAY
NOV. 16 & 17

Registration is now going on at the Institute. All are invitedto
part;icipate. There are 36 class times available. Classes include:
SOCIalDance, Scripture Study, LDS Family, Choir, Cenealogv.:
Church History, many more ...

Meet the manufacturer's
representatives from the
leading stereo linesll
e
o
o
<i

0

if

0

(v
~:

6
.0

SONY
MARANTZ
AKA!
ADC
MXR
CENTREX
CLARION

0
0
G
0
0

0
0

ctiviti s

AUDIO TECHNlCA
SPECTRO ACOUSTICS
ACOUSTIC RESEARCH
PIONEER CAR STEREO;
DISCWASHER
ULTRALINEAR
SVPERSCOPE

November

16 - Friday Night Activity at Institute:
Ping-pong

Taffy-Pull,

Basketball,

~y

23 ~ Thanksgivi~g Break: no activity

Super Savings on Stereo Gear!
~ ISEE OUR AD IN THURSDAY STATESMAN

, .. .utJu ..

30 - Concert:

I':

~B~

Quality Stereo Equipment
376-7312

L~=Y".-II

Sonja Kaufman

THE CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIST OFLATIER-DAYSAINts
BOIC"t::INSTITUTE OF RELIGION
1929 UNIVERSITY DRIVE

...........

__

OISE, IDAHO 83706'

PHONE (208)· 344-:8549 .,

_---~~~
.

......-- ............

~'-\'

"

.............~

NOVEMBER

'4,

Peter rVacD:mald, Sr., chairman
of the. Navajo Tribal
Council,
W.'ndow f=!o6k; ATiz",:will speak at
the Ninth Anl1u~I'Mi~ricari
lndlan
Institute at BOise State VniversiJY
Nov. 14:'>",
,""
M3i::DJna.id .... re"~'ected'in,
January ,197!:i; :
'unprece:
dented third termof leading th~,
nation of1~0,OQ()',~,outhwest Ll'S,
Indians, wl!l(jiS.9.Yss, IT,lajor pre:-,
sent-day
Indian" pro,ll,lems,arp,
Indian natural resources' at 1 p.m!
V\ednesday in the BSU speclat
Events Center.
.'
His'speech
will, highlight
.a
week-long
agenda , ofin,stitute,
activities tQ~Which th( p~I:>I!( is

87 delegates are faced with reservation
problems
of unemployment, infarit mortality, illiteracy,
and poverty. M:ljor council efforts
have gone toward strengthening
tribal govet~t~entl and s0-:ethreign-I
ty, renego ra tng eases WI coa
and oil companies ,launching
VOter registration drives, bUilding
educational opportunltles
and resources, and striving for greater
economic and political selt-suttlclericyfor thelr' Indian constituents.
The Navajo leader is a member
and past chairman of the Council
of Energy Resource Tribes (CERT)
a group dedicated
to effective
expanslon to'gether with conservatlon of Ameiican
Indian-owned

tq' ,an.

, , .,

''''

I .,"

UNIVERSITY

ii-

'979

' "

invited.
'
Tonia Garcia, 'laWy~r, fOI
Idaho Legal A1d.$qciety Indian law'
unit, also' spoke at, thErconference
-!vb day
ltatJ
p.m, in the
se~ate 'di~R1Q~I:~(;pt'th,e
'BiJlse

ire.

'Nov.

na\ural resources.
,
, "M:lcD:mald .holds many awa~ds
for his . servl~e to the I~dl.an
979 dlstlnt;l,at,lon, tnCludtnQa;
('JlJl~heq s~rvi.ce citation from the

1

I.

State Student l1iTon'Building~
TueSday;' r<loy,~j3,JohI1Payne"
of the Idaho"~part(T1ent, of Educa-,
tion discu13sed'lridian
education
in the state .. Heals?
spok~ in
the Senate'q,atnoorp,att,p.m:
Films.·,QO Ineian'affairsofollowed
both
of Jl1e""prese6fihions,
according
to ",D-. Pat ,Ourada,
advisor of the BSU Dmla Soghop
(Our Land) Club, American Indian
student organization
on campus
and sponsor
of the institute.
President of Dama Soghop is Tex
Wlunded
Face ,of :the, , North
D3.kota tv'an(j~ri:;;i-lid~t~aJ)ndian
tribe.
.
",', "c:',":
.."
The Navajo
Nation
which
M:lcDlOald leads is on the largest
reservation in, thel:J;S.,
covering
25,000 square miles in Arizona,
Colorado, New lIIexlco, and Utah.
tv"acDJnald and his' council of

"

,

Organist
DJnald
Oakes and
choirmaster of Immanuel Lutheran
cellist J W1llis Bratt will perform
Church in Boise. He will perform
in the' Boise ,State Uniwrslty
J. S. Bach's "Trio Sonata V in C
Series 'Fr17" . ~jor'"
and. tv'ax R~er's'
"Four
'Nl:)\/.'~16at 8:15p.m.
In the
Pieces fro~ O~us 59.
BSU MJsic Auditorium.
Bratt, pnnclpal ,cellist of !he
Boise PhilharmOniC and stnng
quartet, will play Shostakovich's
Also featured on the program
"Sonata for Cello and Piano, Opus
will be the Boise State Faculty
40." He will be assisted by D-'
Trio in a performance of MJZart's
Gerald Schroeder.~t ,the'piano.,'"
"Piano Trio in' G M:ljor, K496,"
'Tickets . for the. "recital ,Will :00 '
lIIer'nlJei'& bf'the'trio'are
Violinist
available at the door for adults, $2;
GenM: Rosenbaum;' concertmassenior citizens and students, $1,
ter of the Boise Philharmonic
and BSU personnel and students,
Orchestra
and string
quartet,
Bratt, and pianist Rebecca Jones,
free.

FacDit:l.~I~t.~J;tecaal'

-

Fourth U.S. M:lrine Division for
"untiring efforts and contributions
to the betterment of Navajo people
and loyalty and dedication to the
welfare of the Navajo Nation."
M. 15, he' entered the M:lrine
Corps during V\brld W1r II where
he was a member of the famous
"Navajo Code Talkers"
in the
South Pacific,
In 1978, he was awarded the
highest honor of the University of
Oklahoma where he received his
B.S, degree in 1957, for his
outstanding
leadership
qualities
and positive contributions
to human progress.
He was recently appointed to
the National Petroleum Council by
U.S. Secretary of Energy, Charles
CAmcan, and in 1970, he was
recipient of the U.S, Presid~ntial
Commendation
for exceptional
services to others.

0~.ga,nl,~
·sf I"'AII·sf
~
I t,0 D
re.•
DOrm
day,
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Sims to Speak on Japanese
, Boise State University history
professor, D-. Robert G. Sims .. an
authority
lJn Japanese-Amencan
history, will open the BSU Facui!y
LeetureSeries Nov. 15at 8 p.m, In
the Boisean Lounge of the Student Union Building.
Sims will describe
"Another
KInd of HomeCprning,"
in, ,hiS
story,:
the' ret(im,orJ$p'anes~
American' citizens
to the V..est
CoaSt following their\/\Orld W1r !I
relocation
to U.S. govemment
camps.

of'

Sims has spent several years
researching
the Japanese reassimilation into American life, and
is now at work on a documentary
film about the period funded by
the National Endowment for the
Humanities.
,.1helecture
series is,sp(lh~ored
bY the BSU FacO.lty~ves
and
\/\Omen.
AdmiSSion IS free ?f
charge; however, donati~ns Will
be accepted for the club s scholarshipfund.

Oakes, who has been with the
university music department since
1964, serves as organist
and

FOREIGN CAR PARTS
:5~'~Sf'u'iM

PAmS FOR •
~~~v • B.M.W .• CAPRI
• DAliUN
• RAT • HOHOA • MERCED£S-DENZ • MO • OPEl
• P\HTO • PORSCHE • TOYOTA.
TRIUMPH.
VOLVO
• VOlJ(.SWAGEN

~

student
~
Discounts Available
'0

m.,';
o
E:l

'

"rts'I"n"("
'
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1576 GROVE
ON THE CORNER OF,16TH & GROVE
HOURS 8 AM TO 5:30 MON-FRI 8:30 AM
TILL NOON SATURDAY

"'i'
".

,

<::>

338-0258

November 14, 1979

.

8:00 p.m.

BSU Student Union ,Ballroom
$l~OO Student $2.00 General
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landscapes

on Display

Three Idaho women landscape
artists are displaying their work at
the Boise State University Gallery
through Nov. 21.
The trio, watercolorists
Susan
oetnrnen and IVBrgaret Stevens,
both from Boise, and Janette K
t-opper, Mdvale, are. also alumnae of BSU.
. cethman,
a native
Idahoan,'
paints historical
and rural setlings, many from the Idaho City.

and M;CaIl areas.
t-opper also
paints historical scenes, emphasizing design, color,' and light.
Featuring the use of earth-toned
colors, Stevens also chooses historical buildings and rural settings
for her subjects.
.
The University Gallery is located .
on the first floor of IheBSU
Liberal Arts Building.
The gallery
is open weekdays from 9 a.m. to
4:30 p.m.

•
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WONDER WART-HOG

BGA Notes Castle's Art
Public recognition
of Castle's
work developed in 1960 and he is
now considered the most recognized primitive Idaho artlst., His
drawings, made on paper scraps'
and cardboard
with' homemade
charcoal and colored pigments,
have long attracted the interest of
museum and gallery professionals, scholars
and collectors.
Castle's vision was unique and
personal, fashioned
without the
distraction
of verbalized ideas.
Deaf and mute since birth and
without education, he achieved a
masterful artistlc competency
in
his drawings.
.

·lJIAth the asslstance of grant
support from the Idaho Cornmission on the Arts, the Boise Gallery
of Art is preparing an inventory of
the known drawings and works by
the native Idaho primitive artist
James Castle.
The project is
being conducted
in an effort to
locate, catalog and photograph
unrecorded works in addition to
collecting data on the artist's life.

In light of his death a year ago
and his importance as an artist,
. the gallery
is noW compiling
information.
·Anyone owning a
. drawing or assemblage by Castle
" or with a personal knqwledge of
the artist, should contact
Sandy
Harthom by calling ~6,or
write c 10 The Boise Gallery of Art,
P.O. Box 1505, Boise,'
Idaho
83701.
.

TARWATER
IN
CONCERT
NOV

AT

.
Our panel of critics rates a 111ma week,
using a one to four star.system. One Is low;
four Is high. Should a movie warrant It, a
correlating one to four turkey system walts
In the wings (so to speak).
The panel conslsts of three highly
sophisticated students and one crotchety
faculty member who thinks he's real smart.

This week our
film Yanks

ctttics

reviewed the

27TH

8 PM

SUB
BALLROOM

FREE

Anthony

Burt

.(No stars, no turkeys)
Remember the rvEN's restroom
in the old Ma? On the right when
you came in.
I»wn
a narrow
stairway that doubled back and
under the theater.
Up some

COMING SOON

green-tiled steps to a green lo~ceilinged
chamber housing
four
-yellowed and usually-clogged
urinals and two or three toilet stalls
you never went in. Air heavy with
the reek of urine and smoke. The
pungent institutional
perfume of
white crystalline urinal cakes.
Now, in the new Egyptian, the
rvEN's is on the right when you
come in. On the first floor.
Brick
floor.
Pale blue tile and mocha
walls.
Four urinals, three spotless toilet stalls, and three wash
basins set in a russet-colored
formica counter below gleaming
individual
mirrors.
Airconditioned.
Alice Jensen

~.::;.
x.: ~ fM
( 1:;:'..~ 7~p$ )
Need a nap?
See Yanks.
The
heights of hohum are hit with -- I
mean gimme a break, John - this
polite and palely predic.table tale
of V\.I3.r and Ro mance I mean Brave
Boys and Vasellned Virgins (the
camera lens, that is). SheeshONCE is too much for that kind
of tripe, but EVERY DAtvf\J SHOT
of the supposedly
sweet, soft,
succulent 81glish misses has the
smeared look. Contrast that with
the tough U.S. soldiers viewed
through
crystal
clear cameras,
who hustle the hearts and drive
down the dignities of the reluctant
natives with their dogged persistence and kute klutziness
and
presto:
a film designed to make
the All-American
male simply

'.

drool

with
ego-satisfaction.
Others may reach for the spittoon.

Alexander

Dempsey

7r.'~· f;~.)
( 7.r.-~
~~.r
,~;r
Hail to Yanks: while other films
waste energy by instilling
humor
depth, ploy, originality,
spontaneity and talent, this film spares all
except' the minimum
expense
devoted to flashy previews and
box office posters. Redgrave was
zero, ceVane boring ("he- should
have died in callas") and the rest
of the cast were mulch for the
fodder.
Yanks go home, viewer should
too.
False hint, Yanks and viewerstay hornet

(l::f l::f l::f)

. Barbara Jones
. At a time' when everyone is
reliving tl.e horrors of Viet Nam,
here comes a movie about the
honor, glory and love that went
with our boys in \(\WI. Yanks is
another wartime love story, and
nothing more. Sentimental, idealistic, and grandiose, it Is hard to
understand why this movie was
released when It was.
Yanks
suffered
from several structural
flaws as well but it Is theacting of
Redgrave and Giere that save it
from complete disaster.
If you
like tear [erkers see It-but it' will
probably be on T.V. this year.

Brown,Bag Forum Held
The second of the Sociologists'
Brown Bag Forums, "ceviance:
You Psked for It," will, be held In
the Clearwater Room of the BSU
Student Ulion Building on Thursday, Nov. 15, at noon -. Speakers
will be Richard Baker, BSU Sociology Faculty,
and Allison
Hall,
BSU Criminal Justice Mminist~
STARTS FRIDAY

NPS Offers Summer Jobs

.

The Legacy

The National

377-3072

STARTS FI\IDA Y
1:45,5:00,8:15

~

--.

Park Service will
in the Student
Union Building lobby on lVbnday
November 19 to talk to Interested
students-about
.summer employment opportunities
at more than
320 National
Park Sites natlon-'

be on campus

Weekdays at 7:15 & 9:15
Matinees Saturday & Sunday at
1:15,3:15,5:15,7:15 & 9:15

Ovorland Rd.

tion Faculty.
Those attending
are asked to
bring their own lunch and attend
the lecture anytime
during the
noon hour. The lecture is sponsored by the BSU Sociology Club,
and the BSU Faculty In Sociology.
Everyone is welcome and admission is free.

,..:

J.

wide including Idaho. .If you are
interested in spending your summer in oneot America's beautiful
National Parks be sure and see the
National Park rspresentatlve in the
SUB lobby on lVbnday, November
19,1979.

ednesday -Nov. 14,
Hugh Prathor: torum leaturlng author
01 Notes to Mysolf, BSU
PnHoglstratlon
BSU preview _Day for high school
students.
9th Annual Amorlcen Indlon Instlt!!to:
BSU SUB,
Promlsod
Valloy":
8pm,
Speccenter.
Caberet:
fund raiser
for Idaho
Shakespear Festival, 8:15pm, Old
World, 1551 Federal 'Way. Tickets
at Idaho Harltaga or call 345-0600.
Beaux Arts Annual Christmas Solo:
l00m-9pm, Boise Gallery 01 Art.
Test of Standard Written English: by
appointment, Al05 or 385-3903.
Karen - Swenson:
poetry
reading
Charles David Wright series, 8pm,
SUB LOokout Room.
"The

Arbltor,

Friday Mov. 16
Pre-reglstrallon for Spring '80 Semester, Last Day.
,Qulntot:
ASB film. 8pm, SUB
Ballroom.
Faculty Artist concert:
J.W. Brat,
cello, Donald Oakes, organ,
8:15pm, Music Aud.
"Tho Promloed V&lIey:" 8pm, speccenter.

Issue 11

Thursday Nov. i 5

"Tho

Promlsod Valloy:"
8pm,
Speccenter.
Cabarot:
Fundralser
lor Idaho
Shakespear Festival, 8:15 pm, Old
World, 1551 Federal Way. Tlcke1s
at Idaho Heritage or call 345-0600.
Beaux Arts Annual Chrlstmas Sole:
10am-9pm, Boise Gallery 01 Art.
Vocalist Audillons-For
Heritage I
talent bank:
7:30pm YWCA.
Bring accompanist or provide
taped background.
Open to
averyone,
call
Irene
Wregglesworth,
888-4464, lor
arrangements.

Pre-reglstrallon for Spring '80 Somes·
tor.
Faculty Locturo: Dr; Robert C. Sims,
8pm, SUB Bolsaan Loungo.
9th Annual Amorlcan Indian Instltulo,
BSU SUB.
Hugh Prather: Forum leaturlng author
01 Notes To Myself, BSU.
"The
Promised
Valley":
8pm,
Speccenter.
Idaho PIRG mooting at Bpm, In the
Iilailnc::k Room, SUB. Jon Motl
will be there.
Beaux Arts Annual Chrlotmas Solo:
10am-9pm, Boise, Gallery 01 Art.
-

Caboret:
Fundr alaej: lor Idaho
Shakespear Fostlval, 8:15 pm, Old
World, 1551 Fedoral Way. Tickets
•
at Idaho Heritage or call 345-0600.
Test 01 Slandard Wrltton English: by
appointment, Al05 or 385-3903.
"Waltzln'
Polat0G9:"
deadline lor
submission 01 illustration lor cover
of Cold Drill. For Inlo: Brad or Rhonda
at 385-1464.
Junior
Leaguo,
9:30am-Noon,
7:30-10pm, Nez Perce, SUB.
Sociologists'
Brown Bag Forum:
"Deviance:
You Asked for It."
Clearwater Room, SUB, Noon,

Audobon WIldlife Film: "Return to.the
Tetons,"
Bprn, NNC Admin.
Bldg. Auditorium, Nampa.
Test of Slandard Wrlllon English: by
appointment, Al05 or 385-3903.

Saturday

Philharmonic Concert: 3pm, Capital
High Auditorium.
Thanksgiving Sunday Bullet Breakfast:
Inter-denomlnatlonal,
7:30-9:15
am, SUB Ballroom. 375-3131 lor
reservations. Music -by Kingdom
Heirs.
-

Mov. 17

Football:
Cal Poly, tpm, Bronco
Stadium.
Qulntot: ASB fltm, 8pm, SUB Ballroom
"The
Promised
Volley:"Bprn,
Speccenter.
Idaho High School Students Councils:
Bam-noon, SUB Ballroom; Big 4
Room.
6th, Annual HandwGaver's and Guild
Display Solo:
sam-zpm,
SUB
Bolsean Lounge.
Volleyball at Cheney
Final wrlUon exam for Mastor's
dogroo.
National Securlty Agoncy ProfOSlllonal
Qualllication Tost.
Cabaret:
Fundralser
lor Idaho
Shakespear Festival, 8:15 prn, Old
. World, 1551 Federal Way. Tlckets
at Idaho Heritage or call 345-0600.
Benux Arts Annual Chrlstmao Sole:
special Children's _·ChrJ..stl11as___
Shopping Day, l00m-5pm, BOrse
Gallery of Art.
Mastor class: how to present audition
lor opera. lOam Nov. 17, YWCA.
Call
Irene
Wregglesworth,
888-4464, lor Inlo.
-

Sunday Nov. i8
Qulntot: ASB film, 8pm, SUB 8J1Jlroom
U of I planlst: Richard Neher, 8pm,
BSU Speccenter.
Tuosday MusIcal:
plano recital,
_8.:15pm,Speccenter.

Monday Mov... 9 '
9th Annual Amorlcan Indian InsUluto:
Salmon Bake, Student Union. Big 4
room. Tickets at the SUB Info
booth, $4.00. 5-7pm.
BAA luncheon & films: 11:45 am, SUB
, Ballroom.
Christian Sclonco Organlplllon:
Meets
at 5:30 prn, Caribou Room, SUB.
All are welcome.
Classic Tranquility
Medllatlon
for
BGglnrlOnl: The Open Path, 7:30
pm, 703 N. 18th, 342-{)208.
Notional Park Service Employmont:
Reps on campus to talk to students
Interested In working In a National
Park. In the SUB lobby, all day.

Tuesday
~ov • 20
_ _ _
_
, _
Arbiter, Christmas L1S\.\IlSUO, Issuo 12
on tho stands.
The Groot American Turkey Giveaway.
Junior League: g:3Oam-noon, SUB Nei
Perce Room.
BAA Board:
noon-2:30pm, Music
-Auditorium.
Women's ,Il,lIIanco mooting: 3:3OPI!1,
sub Caribou Room.
Everyone
Welcome.

Wednesday Hov. 2 i
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scheduled
own
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Navaj?
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problems.
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term
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leader
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We boon talkin' aboutthom dum cats
purlnear long onough to bore an
elephant's ear 011. Ono with-an, you
know ... ono from Afrlca ... or India,
dumed II wo can remomber whlchwhlchowr ono's got the biggest ears.
Damn 'em that's one of thom WHOLLY
Irrolevantthlngs thoy teach you In the

~h~C~~~?~::rarl~:'i~
r~t ~:~~~:~
, BIGGER EARS. And II REALLY BUGS
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If

IMPROVE YOUR GRADESI'
.
Send $1.00 lor your 306-page catalog 01
collegiate research.
10,250 topics
listed.
Box 25097G, Los Angeles,
California, 90025. (213) 4n-8826.

Black-white T.V. 19" Good condition.
$50 cash. 888-1655 alter 4:30 p.m.

it

u

Help WQnt~d

II
1971 Dodge Colt, 30 mpg., good
condilion. $895 or beSl oller. Also 1972
Gellca, bad engine otherwise In good
condition. Low book Is $1700 will take
$1300. Call 385-1464 on Monday or
466-6875 alter 6:00.

\

,

.

, aeautlful, 1977 Formula Flreblrd, 40~
engine, PIS, AIC, AIT, PIB, Radial:
TIres, Stereo, TIlt sterlng Wheel, Jen-:
sen Trl-axle speakers.
Excellent
condition.
Call Rose at 336-7384.
aftemoons & evenings.
:

...~•.••..........•..•....•••

Duck decoys _gOOdcondition, 15 total;
$20, Bell star Helmet 7 114, white $30.
385-1632. ask for Clark.
,
,

,I

..

,

1972 O:Jdge Polara., Runs g_
ood, bod_Y
excellent FM stereo $1000 or make
1 offer. 487-6158 after 6:p.m.
'

.

"

Ono way flight, Bolse-S.F. $85 before
Dec, 15. 343-9610 mornings.

•.................................................
I)oawlng board and light.
6 pm 336-0579.

I after

911

Mbrk

Summer year round. Europe, Asia, S.
America, Australia, Etc. All Fields,
$5()().$1,200 monthly. Expenses p~ld. '
Sightseeing, Free Information wntrJc
Box 52-57
Corona Del Mar, CA 92625

...........................

,'

.

PARI TIME JOB
Good pay, flexible hours, traln.lng and
real experience In the business world.
-If puquallfy, class credit Is possible. '
Call Hank, North Western Mutual LIIe,
3n-0210.
;.~
;
-. ..

......................
MENI

WOMEN I

JOBSI

Crulsoshlpsl Salling expedltlonsl No
oxperlence. Good payl Europol So.
Pacific, Bahamas, Worldl Send $4.95
lor Applicatlonllnlo/Jobs
to Cruiseworld 6, Box 80129, Sacramento, CA.

95860.

'Misc.

Holp wlth'term papenl. Essays from
tutor (BA english, MA Hlatory). Call
Steve 344-9694.

r

,-.

-O:JesMormonism stand or fall on the
story of Joseph Smith? Call 376-5885,
24 hrs. dally. P.O. Box 3356, Boise ID
83703. -

.................................................

A college age discussion group will
begin meeting November 11 at 10:00am
at the first United Mlthodlst Church
(Cathedral of the Rockies) 1110 IJIkst
Franklin. This study ''VIbmen, Mln
'and The-Blblo" will cover the relaUonship of men and women as seen In
scripture. Any college or colloge-age
person Is welcome to join us.

.

.

Female Roommate wanted -to share- 2
Bdrm Apartment near BSU.
r:J.N
• 'Laundry FaclilUes, $105 plus 1/2
Bectrlclty. Call Robin at 385-3903 6-5
or 344-2425 after 5 pm.

Lost and Found
M!lteml pressure must be gottlng to
peoplo, because the Info Center Is
golllng as msny toxtbooks tumod In as
the Bookstoro. If you dropped your'
books Instead of your clan-eheck
wllh the Inlo Centerl

In our "Found" cablnot we haw:
Black Lunch Box
'
Book: ''The IJIkst End I-brror" narne _
Insldo Rae Shulte
,
Book: "Le Mlurtre D'un etudlant" ~all .
Small
Book: Intermediate Mcroeconomlcs &
Book: "Intermediate Mcroeconomlcs
- & Application" Beth M1rtln
Blue Binder
Small Green Notebook
Green Sociology
Notebook--Mlke
Tomlnson
Red Psychology Notebook
Blue Binder ,
2 Blue Notebooks
Blue Sectioned Notebook
Red M1th 105 Notebook
Red Notebook
Prep 10r'Colioge Chern Book
Orange Notebook
Mckey Mb use Folder
Tobacco Pouch
Brown Shoes
Red hat & Wllte hat
Camera'
CheckbOok-Duane E. DlouhyKeys'
ID's
'.Millot
, Glasses & Clises
Bible

pu~Ys~~TI~II~mesW
but as for as which Is WHICH, thoy
might as well be CAULIFLOWERS or
s.omethlng.
Evan at tha TIME you
could nover got II straight, and what
dllleronco could II possibly make
anyway? Anothorsad'dellclency
of our
educallonal systom.
Do you know how to mako a whale :
1I0at? you Just put wheels on II snd a ;
motor and then you dacorato II all ovar
wllh crepo paper and maybe somo
paper mache 1I0wors or a top hat
maybe, and PRESTO It's ready for tho
parado. Thon you sll on II and wava to
tho lillie kids and throw candy and
stuff.
Okay, WHO ALL OUT THERE'S A PAUL
NEWMAN FAN?- Well, -THIS WEEK
ONLY wo'ro offerlng FREE TICKETS to .
a GE'.NUINEPAUL NEWMAN FLlCKJII ,
AmI whall1i you hear the QUesTION,
II's REALLY A BREEZEIIII
We'ro \
TIRED again of notglvlng
away tho,
PRIZES··last weok only one guy, this
strangoly·bearded follow with R distant
hairline, won tickets and HE told us
latar ha didn't oven USE 'em-but what
-tho hey. This week, ails you gotla do Is ,
say HOW MANY IS iN A QUINTETIII
Bec-ause that's tho name of the ASB i
movle, and the first f1va rlght onswers '
. belero noon Frlday win two freebies,
Toll Ann or Lisa, socond floor SUB
Arbller' office, Owyhee Room.
And what's the dlsllncllon betwoon a
kangaroo and a wallaby?

I

I

.......:..s.' ...-,

Don't Miss
A Final Forum with Hugh Prather
Thursday November-15, 1979
Time: 12:30 - .3:00 pm
Place: B~sinessBuilding 105
Open to EvelYone. No Charge
Sponsored by the,
Communications Dept.
lHIugh ~fotheflls D@oks
Ate A v@nQbl~ QtltheDSUJ D@okst@r~·

uslc V
.,
fi:;.

ll>1979 HoomalimaJI Prod.

kst r

tth

~·U S

Roots QI Dixieland Jazz
King Oliver Jazz Band
Jazz Funeral
Brahms
Symphony no. 3 -

Russian
I\IBsterpi eces
3 discs

2.69

7.99

2.69
Baroque &
Classical
Trumpet
5 discs

Songs for
Inspiration &
tv'editation
3 discs

7.99.

Bac h

Great Choral \l\brks
tv'agnificat I\IBss Oratorios

22 99
•

2.69 Gilbert, - Sullivan' Stephen Foster
History of American Blues
4 discs

9.99

F vente Song

00k5-----Janis Joplin .
pub. at 6.95
SALE

2.98

.

The Best of
I-bllywood
pub. at 6.95
SAL~

3.98

Johnny
Gash
pub. at
2.95
SALE

1.49

Let tv'a
Entertain You
pub, at 9.95
SALE

Paul Simon
Live Rhymin'
pub, at 4.50
SALE

2.98

~--'

Bessie Smith
Empress of the Slues
pub. at 7.95
SALE

3.98

Songs
to
Remember
pub, at 7.50
. SALE

4.98

TherEiGoes
Rhymin' Simon
pub. at 4.50
SALE

2.49

\

